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EDITORIAL
This week begins with a powerful tale of Victims, followed by a story of Truth and its
consequences, and a poem of otherworldly Scandinavian lore.
Ellis Hastings' frontier age horror reaches part two, The Hettford Witch Hunt is at Episode
Five, and our long running space opera epic, The Battle for Callisto is at episode twenty-five.
Meanwhile the pirates aiming to make themselves masters of The Mysterious Island, and
Irene, fallen foul of Byzantine politics, is sent to Olaf to be blinded in the dark conclusion to
this dark age saga...
—Gavin Chappell

Now Available from Rogue Planet Press:

Hammer of the Gods II: Ragnarok

Return to Contents
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VICTIMS by Dave Ludford
One year, four months and three days. She knows exactly how long it has been since her
ordeal ended. She hadn’t intended to, but had begun a journal of her life since being free of
the man she will always refer to as Jack, never being able to bring herself to even think of his
real name. The journal had been the idea of the trauma counsellor she’d seen—was still
seeing—after her harrowing experience. He’d said it would help her come to terms with
events. She sits now with that journal open in her lap, pen poised, ready to relate the day’s
events. It won’t take long; nothing much has happened. Nothing much ever happens in her
life these days but she doesn’t mind that. It brings its own strange kind of comfort after her
trauma. Everything gets noted down; the trivial minutiae of her everyday existence. She
wonders when, or if, anything exciting or pleasurable will ever happen in her life again,
whether she will ever know true happiness; is painfully aware that she can’t cut herself off
from life forever. She knows that only she can make this happen. Then there will be more to
write about.

Alan Peter Bailey also keeps a journal and he has plenty to write about. Alan Peter Bailey is
now more commonly known as Jack, a soubriquet bestowed upon him by the police during
their hunt to capture him. He is proud of this nickname, it couldn’t be more fitting. For Jack
was convicted of the murder and disembowelment of five women and the police likened his
crimes to those of his hero since childhood, Jack the Ripper. It would have been six victims;
should have been six, but that bitch Ellie Peters got lucky, was rescued just in time when the
police burst into his house and found him standing over her drugged and inert body,
preparing himself for that glorious moment of strangulation. Bitch deserved it. They all did.
“You still scribbling away in that fucking book, Jack?”
The voice of the prison guard startles him, brings him back to the here-and-now. He slams the
journal shut, a guilty thing surprised.
“Put it away, Jack. Time for some exercise.”
Alan Peter Bailey—Jack—nods his assent and places the journal on his small bed beside him;
stands up, and holds out his arms ready for his wrists to be cuffed.

She puts down her glass of red wine and picks up the journal once more; taps her chin with
her pen for a few moments, then continues writing.
‘I saw the little girl in the alleyway again today. She ran away once more but seemed to
linger a little longer before turning and rushing back in the direction from which she’d come.
I like to think that she’s a little less shy now. Perhaps one day she won’t run away and we can
become friends.’
She smiles, pleased with what she has written. She has no idea who the little girl is, but
guesses her age at being no more than four. Hair the colour of wheat, intense blue eyes, and a
slightly bewildered expression on her face. Must, of course, be a neighbour’s child, surely?
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But as she rarely ventures out of the house—has hardly done so after moving here four
months ago—she knows nothing about her neighbours: not their names or anything about
their children. This saddens her; her smile evaporates. Perhaps her neighbours recognize her
from the pictures of her in the press and want nothing to do with her. Nobody has been round
to visit. She believes she is tainted with the stigma of being a victim, as if she were complicit
somehow in her own ordeal. Even the children run away. Oh shit, she thinks, now I’m just
being paranoid. It may well be the case that people feel nervous about approaching me,
unsure of what to say. What do you say to someone who was abducted, held captive,
drugged, and nearly murdered? If DI Radcliffe and his team hadn’t arrived when they
did…she gives an involuntary shiver and sips more wine.
Beth Hanley enters the kitchen and stands behind her mother, who is sitting at the table
drinking coffee and reading the local newspaper. Beth points at the fridge.
“You want juice, honey?” her mother says. Beth nods her head vigorously. Karen Hanley
closes the newspaper, rises, and walks towards the fridge. Beth follows her.
“Orange or apple?” Karen asks, holding up two cartons. Beth points at the carton containing
orange juice. Karen smiles, replaces the apple juice, and ruffles Beth’s hair then searches
amongst the cupboards for a glass.
Beth takes her drink and walks towards the table, taking a chair opposite to where her mother
had been seated. Karen looks out of the window and sees the young woman who moved
round here quite recently walking past. Peters, she thinks. Ellie Peters. Oh that poor girl, what
she must have gone through. I really must make an effort to pop round and introduce myself.
It must be what…four months now since Ellie arrived. I’ll take Beth with me. And then she
thinks of her six-year-old daughter’s own ordeal two years previously. An abduction which
Beth had survived, at the hands of a sick pervert. There had been other young kids that hadn’t
been so lucky. Four, to be exact. But Beth’s ordeal had left her scarred. She hadn’t spoken
since.

Ellie hears the doorbell ringing just as she has pointed the remote at the TV and changed
channels. Frowning, she turns the set off and moves out of her living room into the hallway.
Her stomach feels like ice, fear grips her insides. She thinks: who could it possibly be? I
don’t get visitors. There comes a renewed ringing of the bell and Ellie is beginning to
imagine all sorts of horrors. This is what her life has been reduced to since her abduction:
living in fear and isolation. The victim who will always be a victim. Vulnerable, lonely and
permanently terrified. She gingerly opens the front door—the security chain is in place (it
always is, even during the day) —and through the gap she sees a pretty blonde woman aged
somewhere in her late twenties, and holding her hand is a little girl aged four or five who
looks like a miniature version of whom she reasonably assumes to be her mother.
Recognition of the little girl comes instantly; the child from the alleyway. Ellie heaves a big
sigh of relief and unlatches the chain.
‘There is someone who will carry on my work. I freely hand over my legacy to him. He’s
biding his time, waiting for the right moment to strike. He knows who must be next. This
time she will not escape; the work will be completed.’
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Jack closes his journal, a broad smile spreading across his face. Five minutes to lights out. He
feels both pleased and proud of today’s brief entry.

“Sorry for barging in on you like this. I saw you walking past my house this morning, and I
felt I must come round and introduce Beth and myself.”
Karen is seated next to Ellie on the sofa; Beth is playing on the rug in front of the fireplace
with the doll she has brought with her. She is humming softly. It’s the closest she comes to
verbal communication these days.
“Oh that’s okay, Karen. It’s lovely to see a friendly face. Well, two friendly faces to be exact.
I thought…I worried that people were deliberately avoiding me. Or whether perhaps that was
just me being paranoid.”
“Well, it’s certainly not true in my case. It may be because…people are unsure what to say to
you, how to approach you.”
Ellie smiles at this echo of her own thoughts.
“That’s the conclusion I came to when I’d overcome my paranoia.”
Both girls laugh. The sound causes Beth to look up, confused momentarily; then she too
starts to giggle.
“And I’ve seen this beautiful little lady a couple of times in the alleyway a few doors away.”
“Yes, she’s as slippery as an eel sometimes. I only have to turn my back for a second and
she’s gone. It’s put me in a right panic. In view of what happened to her, I feel like a really
bad mother sometimes. But she has never gone very far, or for very long.”
Ellie’s brow furrows. She can see that Karen is deeply troubled by something; something of
which she seems urgently to want to unburden herself. Although they have only known each
other for ten minutes, Ellie feels a bond growing between them. Some past trauma that
involves little Beth?
Ellie reaches for the wine bottle and pours herself another glass. Karen had declined the offer
of wine in favour of coffee, which she has hardly touched. She is staring intently at her child,
agitated but with the unmistakeable look of motherly love on her face.
“Tell me all about it, Karen. But only if you want to.”
Karen wants to, and does so, the words flowing so fast that Ellie is struggling to keep up at
first; Karen picks up on this, stops speaking, takes a sip of coffee, and resumes her story. This
time much more slowly.
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Jack dreams of his shadowy protégé carrying out his grisly but necessary work. The man is
known to Jack, of course; has been under Jack’s spell since his arrival at the prison. It had
been so easy, like hypnosis. The prison guard who smuggles tobacco and other luxury goods
in for his master. The prison guard who accompanies Jack on his daily exercise routines and
at meal times. Jack watches him in the dream as he stalks Ellie Peters through the dark city
streets, ready to strike; it’s almost as if Jack is there with him, guiding him…

Ellie is still sitting in her living room an hour after Karen and Beth have left, stunned by
Karen’s recounting of the dreadful events of her daughter’s abduction. Of how only a chance
sighting of the white transit van the police had been searching for was spotted by a routine
traffic patrol and little Beth—who had been found bound and gagged in the back—had been
saved. It had eerie echoes of her own experience. Beth had been lucky. She herself had been
lucky. There had certainly been a bond growing between the two older women, Ellie had felt
that. The bond of suffering, of being a victim of evil.
She thinks of the traumatized Beth, that happy but virtually silent child. She had put the little
girl’s silence down to a natural shyness which many children have, but now knows better, of
course. Ellie hopes that the legacy of the little girl’s ordeal won’t afflict her for the rest of her
life. The fact that it may indeed do so sends waves of hot, seething anger flowing through her
body; so intense is this anger that she throws the empty wine glass she has been holding
against the wall. She rejects the notion of ‘born victims’ but knows with deep certainty that
for some the nightmare will never end, that fear and terror will pursue them wherever they
go.
Outside, the strong wind has sent clouds on a mad race across the gradually darkening sky.
Ellie draws the curtains, checks that the front door is bolted and the security chain is in place,
then walks slowly up the stairs to her bedroom. This is the time she fears the most, trapped
and vulnerable inside her darkest nightmares.
THE END
NOW AVAILABLE FROM ROGUE PLANET PRESS:
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THE TRUTH SHALL SET YOU FREE, BUT TRUE KNOWLEDGE KILLS by Jake
Cosmos Aller
Ever since that fateful night when I was indoctrinated into the “True Knowledge,” I have
looked at the world in a different light. It all went down so fast. After learning the secret
history of the last five thousand years, I saw everything in a different, more sinister and dark
light. The list of people who have been brought into the conspiracy reads like a list of the
most prominent political and business leaders of world history. Trump was on the list as well
as Pence and most of the Senate, and most members of the media. It seemed like everyone
who matters was not whom they seemed to be but were part of this evil cabal.
I work for the government, just one of the army of govbots who float in and out of the Metro
system every morning commuting to their jobs with the government and back home to their
suburban townhouses. The day my world came crashing down on me began as I picked up a
brochure from the “Lyndon LaRouche Group” at the Foggy Bottom Metro in downtown D.C.
I commented to my colleagues on the way home that I enjoyed reading it, although I did not
believe most of his conspiracy theories he had a point, a lot of good points. We laughed it off
as a big joke.
A few days later I was getting on the train, when a middle age nondescript white man, with
brownish hair, about 6 feet tall, dressed like any other middle age white suburban federal
employee in a conservative suit and tie—probably on his way home to his suburban home in
Virginia, bumped into me. He apologized and slipped me the following note. I saw the note
when I got home and connected it with the strange incident at the subway.
The note read, “Lyndon used to work for us. He knows most of the truth. We left him alone
because we are able to ensure that no one takes his writings seriously. My job is to prevent
knowledge of the truth; the so-called “true knowledge” gets out. Anyone who appears to be
taking his stuff seriously has to be followed and either brought into the game or neutralized.
Be very careful. Our agents are watching you like a hawk and have your internet connections
under constant surveillance. Your phone and house are tapped. We have enough already to
get you into serious trouble with your bosses as we know you are an internal dissenter. And
we know that you like pornography and we know about several of your affairs and we have
copies of e-mails you sent to various women with shall we say suggestive comments that
could be misconstrued. We have even faked a few photos and videotapes of you engaging in
some of your fantasies. By the way, you are a good writer!
“Next time we contact you, make sure you come to the meeting spot. I will meet you and
explain further. Momentous events are about to happen and you can either be on the inside on
the winning team or on the outside or probably end up dying like most of your fellow human
beings. It will be your choice, my friend. We believe that you could be an asset, —you can
write and speak persuasively, you have lots of loyal friends and most importantly you are
probably intelligent enough to know that being on the winning ticket is usually the right
choice to make for you and your family. Remember, tell no one about this—not even your
wife. Do not try to contact us through the La Roche Group—they have been compromised.
We will be in touch.”
Agent Spartacus X
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I said that this could not be happening, must be some sort of vicious joke. In any event, I am
intrigued enough to get out the Lyndon pamphlet from the trash and read it.
Lyndon posits a grand conspiracy of British and American big bankers working together
since the 15th century to continue to secretly dominate the world. The roots of the conspiracy
date back to the Knight Templars of the middle ages which morphed into the Freemasons,
then the fabled Illuminati. Most recently, they have been associated with the Council on
Foreign Relations, The Bohemian Club, and The Project for a New American Century. They
are often now often called the Vulcans or the Neocons. But the Neocons are just a small
American inner circle of a much broader interrelated international conspiracy.
They had almost succeeded in their plans when the Great Depression came along and laid
waste to their plans. Lyndon argues that the Great Depression was engineered by them—
others disagree. But all of the paranoid writers I read agreed that in response to the Great
Depression, they took advantage of the chaos and engineered the rise of Hitler, Mussolini,
and Tojo and were working to bring Britain and the U.S. into the fold. Their goal—a Pan
Germanic-Anglo dominated world fascist system to fight against the evils of Communism
and Socialism. The Birchers and others thought that Communism was also part of their
master plot, others disagree. They thought that the U.S. would fall into place and eventually
Hitler would unite the Germanic and Anglo worlds into a grand empire that would control the
world forever. They would run the Empire through charismatic fools like Hitler. They would
have continual wars which are good for business and they would have periodic depressions to
ensure that they can continually buy up their competitors. Franklin Roosevelt disrupted their
plans, as did Truman, Kennedy, Carter, Clinton and Obama. Nixon, Ford and Bush 1,
Cheney, was part of the Conspiracy as was Hillary Clinton, Bill Clinton was not. Reagan and
Bush 11 were merely useful puppets. Obama was fighting against them but was constrained
by the entire deep state which is filled with members of the cabal. Donald Trump and Pence
were merely their latest puppets, although Pence was part of the inner circle, Trump was not
trusted to be “disciplined” enough to be let in on the truth.
One day I see Agent Spartacus on the subway. I go up to him and ask him how is doing,
acting as if he is a fellow employee that I have not seen in a while. He responds, “Just fine.”
He then whispers, “Check your phone for a message in 10 minutes.” He jumps on the Orange
train and I wait for the Blue train. At King Street station, my phone beeps with a message.
“Meet me Friday night at “Coyote Ugly” at 6 pm. Be on time. We will have a drink there and
then find someplace we can talk quietly. Be prepared to spend a couple of hours. Your wife
will be out of town on business. Remember we are watching you and monitoring you.
Spartacus.”
I was freaked out after reading the message. My wife had not mentioned any business trip. I
go home and she tells me she has to go out of town on Friday for a weeklong trip to Ft Hood
on TDY. My wife was in the military, I was used to her constant TDY’s on short notice, and I
knew that sometimes she could not tell me what she was really up to as her clearances
outranked mine by an order of magnitude. But how Spartacus knew bothered me. Was my
wife part of the conspiracy? I knew that I had to meet him. What he was hinting was
monstrous. And the possibility that my wife was involved even more horrible. I knew if I told
her my suspicions, she would laugh it off and tell me to lay off the Science Fiction novels for
a while. The possibility that she could be working with them also entered my mind and
stayed there like a stubborn weed that would not die.
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And if she were part of this conspiracy would she tell me or them? I thought that I could not
go to the authorities because it seemed clear that many of the senior officers were part of this
dark conspiracy and no one would believe me. I would be dismissed as a nut case, possibly
hauled to a psychiatric hospital, or just made to disappear, at the very least, my security
clearance would be yanked, and I would be unemployed if not unemployable. And since they
have also strongly warned me to be quiet I knew the risks would be pretty high so, despite my
burning desire to talk things over with my wife, I kept quiet.
Friday night I go to Coyote Ugly. I sit down. Spartacus is not there. A beautiful Korean
woman wearing skin-tight blue jeans, showing off her great ass, a tank top with long black
hair running down her back and lovely almond-shaped eyes, and a cute face sits down
unasked and tells me that Spartacus sent his regards but could not make it. She would go to
dinner with me instead. I am suspicious that some sort of honey trap was being set up against
me. I looked around for cameras and surveillance but realized that they would probably be
hidden. I resolve to keep my wits about me, not drink and not give into temptation, although
when she went off to the restroom her luscious ass tempted me. The old blues standard by
Junior Wells, “Everyone Getting Some But Me” starts playing on the jukebox. I listen to my
favourite line, “A girl in skin-tight pants walk on by, with an ass so fine my eyeballs hurt”
and I said to myself. “Damn. They are good. They even know that I am an ass man, love the
blues and this song in particular, and I love Asian women. Damn.”
I pay my bill and we enter a nearby sushi place. She seems to be a regular. We order some
sushi and soju to drink. A message pops up
“Jake. Could not make it. Miss Lee works for me. She will give you a letter. Read it and
leave or stay and have fun with her. She will do anything and everything you ever wanted
from a woman sexually. She has been instructed to seduce you as a honeypot approach. Not
my idea, but my superiors. I would rather play you straight up with the facts. But if you do go
with her know that it will be recorded and used against you if you step out of line. But on the
other hand, she is good and we know what you like as we have read your sex fantasies. You
are a good writer, my friend. So if you do it, enjoy. We will meet next week after you read
the letter and survive this first test. Spartacus”
I ask Miss Lee in Korean if she knew what was going on. She laughs and said that she was
told to give me a letter, and then to show me a good time. She also said that she was told
what I liked and wanted me to have her any way I wanted her, “Including my ass as I know
you are an Assman. I loved your Assman stories.” I thanked her and asked her for the letter.
I take the letter and decide to read it on the train home. I decided to not go forward with the
rest of the planned events as I thought showing a little independence might be a good
insurance policy. I apologize to Miss Lee. She asked me why I did not want her. I told her
that I felt guilty being with her and had to go home. She told me to take her home. I ended up
kissing her and taking her phone number and e-mail address. She told me she knew that she
would succeed in seducing me as no one has ever turned her down before. She laughed and
said, “You’ll see. No one has ever resisted my charms. Read the letter and then decide.”
I leave the restaurant and read the letter on the yellow line subway home:
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“By now you should be aware of our power and reach. Your wife is not yet a member of the
inner circle but we will approach her if you decide to join. We think she would be also an
excellent choice. But each approach is different as you can well imagine. By now, you either
have decided to have a good time with Miss Lee or have decided to decline in a mistaken
impression that showing a little independence would be a good move. Either way would
result in the same thing—either you will have some great sex which we will film or we will
take pictures of you and Miss Lee and morph them into a nice porn movie which we will send
to your wife, your boss, and your security folks one week from today unless you agree to the
following:
“Meet me Sunday night at the sushi place. Bring flowers for Miss Lee. If you turn her down,
she will be miffed, as she does not take rejection lightly. She is determined to seduce you,
you know. You were the first to turn her down. Took a lot of guts to do that. Oh well. When
we meet, I will then tell you the whole story. You can then go with Miss Lee or not. Your
choice but remember the video is already being produced so you might as well enjoy her
while you can. We have lots of work to do soon so I have to bring you in sooner than we
usually do. Consider Miss Lee as a reward for joining. First of many as the members of the
inner circle can have anything they want and will after D-day. Join us in being masters of the
universe. D day is coming soon.”
Spartacus
I get off the subway, take a taxi home. I call my wife and resist the impulse to tell her
everything and wonder if she has already been approached. And what would be the approach
they would use on her?
Sunday evening I meet Miss Lee at the restaurant. I give her flowers and we have dinner. She
is flirting up a storm and I find my resistance melting. I figure that was part of the plan and
have decided to go with the flow. I think, “why not fool around? After all the video has
already been made? Right? “
Spartacus shows up and the mood turns serious. Miss Lee is now totally professional and
serious. Spartacus looks tired. He takes me into the back room and begins his tale of woe. I
listen and don’t want to believe any of it. It was so monstrous and evil but I knew he was
telling the truth. And boy the truth did not set me free let me tell ya.
Spartacus starts off,
“Lyndon was one of our human operatives. He was a rising star, but had an attack of guilt and
left us. We debated whether to kill him or not. I suggested that we let him go, discredit him
but use him as bait. Anyone who reads his stuff can be identified and those who show signs
that they believe it and might be persuaded to join us we could recruit. The others can be
eliminated. So we persecuted Lyndon, made him look like a paranoid idiot and we kept
feeding him disinformation which he would disseminate.
What he writes about is only part of the truth and is the most visible, most documented part
of the story and mostly true with some disinformation in it. For example, Lyndon
misunderstood Hitler’s rise to power. Hitler was a stooge, a “useful fool” in Lenin’s phrase
and Lenin and Stalin were part of our inner circle as was Mussolini and Tojo. Roosevelt was
our enemy as has been most of the Democratic leadership. That’s why we are hard at work to
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destroy the Democratic Party and install a right-wing republican one party state under our
control but with “useful fools” like Trump as figureheads. Donald was not one of us, but we
control him because the Neocon cabal is all part of our inner circle. Most are human, but
some are fellow Sirians. Cheney, Pence, Mattias and Wolfowitz are Sirian as well, most of
the rest of the Neocons are humans. Putin and Xi are Sirians.
The aim of our plot? Total domination of the world, then a planned destruction of the worldwide civilization through nuclear, and biological warfare where 90 percent of humanity will
be destroyed. We will clean up the pieces and establish a worldwide dictatorship. Then the
invasion begins and humanity is enslaved forever to the power of the master race, the Sirians.
Most of the people who work with us do not know that they are working for the Sirians. But
it does not matter. If you are with us, you will be rewarded with power, wealth, and access to
Sirian medical technological wonders, allowing you to live to 20,000 years or more like us
Sirians. If you oppose us, you will be thrown out into the world to be destroyed along with
most of the rest of your dismal race.
I am a Sirian. We came to your planet five thousand years ago. We set up a colony, which
you know as Atlantis. It was destroyed in a nuclear war between two factions of our race—
the progressives who wanted to establish their version of democracy and what you might
consider fascists or realists, as we like to think of ourselves. When you see the real me you
will see that the progressive and fascist groups are actually different races of Sirians. We are
red in colour and much more muscular and frankly more intelligent and realistic. They are
green in colour and smaller and filled with useless compassion. They still exist and
occasionally cause us trouble. We are always watching to make sure that they do not try to
approach our human agents and corrupt them with pernicious “liberal or progressive” ideas—
to use the current phrases—nonsense.
But I digress. The Fascists won the war but Atlantis was destroyed. Most of the Sirian race on
earth was killed in the war. Those of us Fascists left formed a tight little group and decided
that we would bid our time, build out forces, take over the planet, and when the earth had
achieved sufficient levels of technology contact our home world, and await instructions.
The progressives formed their own group and disappeared spending their time trying to
enlighten humankind. What a load of crap. They just were misunderstood and killed for their
troubles. Jesus, Buddha, Mohamed, Confucius, Sai Baba—all Sirian democratic losers every
one of them.
Some of the progressive Sirians disappeared into the wilderness and their descendants
gradually intermarried with the natives and their descendants became the Cherokee and other
civilized tribes. None of the Cherokees knew that they were actually descended from aliens
from Sirius and native people. Although the Cherokee and Hopi have legends that their
ancestors came from the Stars. Thus in a way you are part Sirian as we know your mother is
half Cherokee. We actually tested your DNA and yes, you have traces of Sirian DNA in you.
The question of what to do about humans became the key issue dividing the Sirian race—
then and now. Our red group thought that you earth people were hopelessly backward,
superstitious, and barely capable of intelligence. We felt that we should kill most of you off,
then enslave the rest. That is still our plan. Besides, on our home world, we rose to power by
killing off a rival species that were humanoid looking. Ever since then Sirians have had it in
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for humanoids and primate species. All part of the master plan for total domination of the
galaxy.
Well, as you can imagine, it was very difficult hiding amongst your people for all of these
thousands of years. Most of us are now what you would consider early middle age.
Until very recently, we were limited by your technology as our spaceships and most of our
technology had all been destroyed in Atlantis. Only 100 of our race survived, most of the
Fascist side. We lost track of the progressives who have gone deep underground. We have
managed to reproduce and now there are about 10,000 of us scattered around the world, most
in senior levels of government and business. And we estimate that there are several thousand
Progressives mostly working in religious or academic institutions.
Among other difficulties, we are hidden within human bodies that are artificially created
skins. Our real appearance is not human at all. We look like birds or reptiles in our real
selves. Few humans have ever seen us as we really look. We have the ability to manipulate
thoughts and thus few are able to see us as we really look, even when we are out of the suits.
We wear the suits whenever we are around humans as maintaining thought control is very
tiresome. HP Lovecraft saw us and he went mad and wrote his “Cthulhu” stories about us.
Others have seen us on our retreats in the woods and we have been called many names
through the years, ‘“werewolves, vampires, ghouls, ghosts, demons, goblins, trolls, Satan, the
devil, witches—you name it we’ve been called it. Bad for our self-esteem don’t ya think.
“The damn progressives get better press and are often seen as “angels”.
We have tried intermarriage with your race and have found for the most part it does not work
too well as our two DNA structures are incompatible. But, nonetheless, there have been
successful offspring of such interspecies sex. Thus, there are thousands of part-Sirian people
as some of our people intermarried with your species. Interspecies sex is highly discouraged
at least among the realist faction; although sex with part Sirians is the norm, and we have
been influenced by the fact that you humans are a very randy species, much more that is the
norm among civilizes species. The progressive faction has largely assimilated into your race.
Those stories of alien abductions etc. are true for the most part as are stories of UFO’s. We
have been able to rebuild spaceships but they are not interplanetary, as we do not have
technological resources to do so since most of our technology had been destroyed and those
technicians who knew how to maintain the ships and build them all died in the war anyway.
Besides our Sirian, leaders back home do not trust us. They want us to stay here and do their
bidding whether than return home.
We communicate with each other in Sirian through secure communications and now through
the internet. The NSA and other government snoops keep picking up strange language chatter
on the internet but since we control the spooks, they never follow up.
We have been in touch with Mother Planet. Our instructions are to set off Armageddon and
destroy the planet. The invasion begins after the nuclear war is over and most people have
been killed and your technological infrastructure destroyed. We will then take over and
enslave humanity. Those humans who helped us will be given top jobs in the Sirian
administration and eventually given full citizenship rights for them and their families. Most
people will be killed or enslaved. Think what happened to the Indians? That was a Sirian plot
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from the beginning. We wanted to kill off all the Indians but particularly wanted to destroy
the so-called civilized tribes, as we knew that the Progressive faction had intermarried with
the Indians.
Most of human history has been the result of Sirian plots. The problem we have is that you
humans are so hard to predict, rule, control etc. And our biggest problem is with intellectuals.
Once they know the full story either they go mad, or they try to warn their fellow humans, or
they kill themselves. The 10 percent who survive after hearing the true story usually join our
movement. And on course the damn progressives are always watching us, trying to warn
humankind of the impending danger. But as you know few will ever believe the truth. So
your choice today:
Join us, or resist us and die. We are launching WW111 very soon. Once the war has been
launched, nuclear winter will ensure and most of the earth will enter an ice age. We will then
invade and take over the habitable areas and use slave labour to mine for minerals etc under
the ice. Sirians like cold icy planets as that is like our home planet. Your planet is too hot for
our liking anyway.”
I stopped him and asked a series of follow-up questions. Finally, I tell them the only way they
could prove they were telling the truth was to reveal themselves as they really were.
Agent Spartacus said,
“Very well. Agent Lee is only part human. She is one of the few successful hybrids. She
looks human but a blood test would reveal alien DNA. I am pure Syrian and have long
opposed the inter-species experiments as being anti-natural and degrading to the Sirian race. I
really don’t give a rat’s ass about you humans. Follow me and you will see. But you do take a
risk that you will freak out and become a madman.”
We walk into the back room. Agent Spartacus removes his skin-tight clothing. Underneath it
laid a hideous, repulsive ugly reptile like biped creature minus a tail. Dark red with black
strips on both sides. His face looked like a bird’s face with sharp beaks, beady red eyes, and a
mouth full of sharp teeth. The top of his head had horns on it. He laughs, and said,
“See why most humans believe in a real devil?”
I could see why most people would freak out at the sight. He was just hideous to look at.
Must be something inbred in humans to instantly fear and loathe their real appearance. I am
having a hard time coping and want to throw up. Agent Lee had also stripped revealing an
even more alluringly beautiful woman that I had imagined. I was tempted but knowing that
she was half-alien and in league with these evil creatures turned my stomach.
I tell agent Spartacus and Agent Lee that I had to think about it and went home. I wrote this
all down and sent it off to my best friends and of course my wife. I hope that this does not
result in a death sentence for me, but so be it. I have to do the right thing. I have resolved to
search out and join the resistance led by the progressive Syrians. I hope there is still time to
derail “Armageddon” but I fear that time is running out.
Jake Lee
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THE END
Now available from Schlock! Publications:
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HULDER by Mathias Jansson
A shadow sneaking in the forest
with long blonde hair
and tempting blue eyes
a shy creature only dressed
in moonlight and mist
A fool he was
when he followed her
into the dark woods
and finally caught her
leaning her back
against an old oak
With desire he embraced
her nude firm body
and found a rotten tree
filled with crawling bugs
spiders and millipedes
Root and branches entangled him
ivory stretched its green fingers
deep down his throat
into his eyes and ears
paving the way
for thousands of insects
to invade his defenceless body
Years later they found his skeleton
pierced by a tree
in a great circle of oaks
a macabre graveyard
filled with her victims.
THE END
NOW AVAILABLE FROM ROGUE PLANET PRESS:
Sword and Planet
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THEY COME IN THE SNOW by Ellis Hastings
Act II—Messages, Splinters, and Blood
Recap of Act I: In the first act, we were brought to a cold day in February 1855, somewhere
in the Utah territories, where we found four men who had been snowed into a lodge. Joe
Edmonds—a gambler and borderline alcoholic owns the lodge, offering shelter to an elderly
chicken farmer named Whitey Douglass, a cowboy named Corey Baggett, and an unnamed
Sheriff. During a snowstorm, Whitey discovers a loose tree outside. After losing a bet, Corey
is sent out to chop it down. A snow flurry picks up, hiding him from view. When it subsides,
the cowboy and tree are nowhere to be found. Instead, there is a strange, deformed creature
lurking on the outskirts of the property. Concern begins to settle over the men, when Joe—
slightly drunk off whiskey and irrationally confident—takes the Sheriff’s gun and heads
outside to confront the person or creature. As soon as Joe steps out, another snow flurry, like
the one that started when the Cowboy exited the lodge, begins. Panicked screams followed by
several gun shots are heard outside. When the flurry subsides, Joe and the figure are both
gone, leaving Whitey and the Sheriff alone in the lodge. Act II picks up with the men sitting by
the door, trying to process what had just happened.
1.
The Sheriff and Whitey sat silently across from each other in the chairs by the window. The
Chicken Farmer occasionally peered towards the forest. Goose pimples spread across his
arms like a bad rash while the hairs on the back of his neck grew warm and stood up.
Something was watching him; he was sure of it. But what and where the Hell could it be?
The stables caught his eye. He wondered how his stallion was doing out there. He had
covered it with a blanket to keep it warm in the snow and gave it plenty of food and water,
but the stables weren’t heated.
Out of the blue, his intuition began telling him he needed to get far away from the lodge. The
ever-so-familiar feeling of dread rumbled in the Chicken Farmer’s gut as he found himself
irrationally wondering if he would be better off trying for home now, instead of waiting out
the storm. It had come on suddenly, but it could be gone by the morning. However, it could
also stretch on for days. With each passing hour, Whitey felt the thing hunting him and the
Sheriff growing closer. They wouldn’t last another several days. Hell, they may not even
make it to dawn.
“What’s got your tongue?” The Sheriff croaked. For a split second, Whitey wondered if it
would be possible for the man to read his mind.
That’s crazy.
“What’s crazy?”
Whitey’s heart skipped a beat until he realized he had accidentally said what he was thinking
aloud.
“Um…” he paused, eyes wandering to the window.
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The Sheriff took note of the peculiar way the man was acting and began to grow weary of
him.
Finally, Whitey found the words, “I was just thinking of how those two seemed to have
vanished without a trace. Crazy, ain’t it?”
The Sheriff nodded silently; trying to maintain eye contact with the strange man. Whitey’s
eyes continued diverting back to the forest.
“Whitey’s your name, isn’t it?”
The Chicken Farmer nodded; never breaking his thousand-mile-stare with the white sea of
trees, “Well, it’s William, but I go by Whitey.”
“How’d you end up in this lodge, Whitey?”
“Was heading West to California. I was going to visit my sister when the snow hit,”
A pause, then, “What brings you here, Sheriff?”
“Wife’s got me on the hot seat. You a married man?”
“I can’t say that I am. Well, I was but my lady fell ill with some real bad stomach illness
and,” The Chicken Farmer sighed, “she never recovered.”
“How long did the marriage last?”
For the entire duration of the conversation, the Chicken Farmer continued peering through the
blurry glass; refusing to make eye contact with his interrogator.
“We had just recently celebrated our twentieth year when the sickness took hold.”
Sensing he was on to something, the Sheriff pressed deeper, “Although my wife’s been
giving me the cold shoulder as of late, I can’t imagine the sorrow of losing her like that. That
pain must be enough to drive any sane man mad.”
Finally, the Chicken Farmer broke sight of the woods. He turned his head back to the Sheriff;
a distrustful look on his face, when a steady series of three knocks rapped on the door. Then,
Whitey forgot that the lawman had been subtly interrogating him as fear swelled inside his
stomach. He jumped from his chair and rushed to the window then peered out. However, the
awkward positioning of the window made it impossible to see who was outside.
Slowly, the Sheriff stood up and walked to the door before stopping.
“Who’s there?” He asked in a commanding tone.
“The Hell you mean who’s there? It’s me, dammit. Who else would it be?” The voice of Joe
said from the other side.
“Where the Hell’d you go?”
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“I went to take a piss. Now let me in, it’s cold as the bottom level of Hell out here!”
“You find Corey?”
“The Cowboy?”
This struck the Sheriff as odd. Joe must have a bad memory forgetting his new friend’s name.
“Yes. You know, the one who you were gambling with for nearly an hour.”
“Yeah, he’s dropping trou out in the woods, like I told you.”
The Chicken Farmer shuddered upon hearing this phrase. It was as if the creature outside had
been listening in on them. That, or it really was the Gambler standing outside.
“Open the damn door, Sheriff.”
“Just a few more questions,” the Sheriff said.
“It’s cold as Hell out here!” The voice suddenly changed in tone slightly before quickly
reverting to the voice of the Gambler. “Let us in,” accidentally slipped out.
The Sheriff paused and looked back to the Chicken Farmer whose eyes were fixed on
something on the ground.
“Us?” The Sheriff said, “I thought you said Corey’s out emptying his bowels. Who else is
with you, Joe?”
“No one, it’s just that,” a tense pause, “I think there was something following me when I was
out in the woods and I really don’t care for standing out here any longer.”
“What was following you?”
“Some odd-looking fellow.”
“Describe this man.”
Joe paused, then replied with a hint of a snicker in his voice, “You know, like that creature
we saw standing outside before I ran into the woods. Long arms, crooked neck, and an old
jacket on. I think I saw its face out by the trees which is what startled me. Call me a loon, but
I could’ve sworn that thing had no eyes, just two slits for a nose and a giant hole where its
mouth should have been.”
Now, with multiple red flags raised, the Sheriff turned back to the Chicken Farmer with a
doubtful look on his face. Whitey’s eyes were still fixated on the bottom of the door.
Suddenly, the old man lifted his gaze to the Sheriff and extended one long arm towards the
floor.
“Don’t let him in, Sheriff,” Whitey said, Adam’s apple bobbing frivolously.
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“Are you shittin’ me?” Joe shouted from behind the door with a hard bang of his fist against
the wood. It slightly sounded like Joe had plunged a blade into the old maple.
“I’m freezing my sack off out here, let me in!”
The Sheriff ignored him and instead focused on the frightened man behind him, “Why do you
say that, Whitey?”
The Chicken Farmer swallowed his courage, “L-l-look at the bottom of the door.”
The Sheriff did as instructed, and turned his attention to the crack at the bottom.
“If there was someone standing out there, then there’d be a shadow.”
Although it seemed impossible, Whitey was right, the voice of Joe was coming from
immediately behind the door but there was no shadow of anyone standing behind it.
Finally, the act was dropped. The voice changed so that it was no longer Joe’s, but was
instead a low, indistinct growl.
“Let us in.”
Finding himself at a loss for words, but with a crazy idea to swing the door open and ambush
whatever waited outside, the Sheriff grasped the cold handle and looked back to Whitey with
a shrug.
“Don’t do it!” the old man shouted.
“Sheriff, we could hear you all talking in there. Our ears are already with you. It’s only a
matter of time until we get ourselves the rest of the way in.”
“What the Hell are you?” The Sheriff said. He refused to budge until he got an answer. He
wasn’t so much afraid as he was dumbfounded. Superstitious was one thing the Sheriff never
considered himself, but this strange turn of events was peculiar, to say the least.
“Let us in,” the voice repeated, ignoring his previous inquiry.
“Don’t!” The Chicken Farmer echoed, halfway cowering behind a chair.
“Suit yourself,” the voice said with a harsh laugh sounding like gravel being dragged across
the dirt. The voice went quiet as the Sheriff and Chicken Farmer looked back and forth from
each other to the door.
“What the Hell’s that mean?” Whitey whispered, trying to keep his voice low enough in case
the eavesdroppers were listening in.
“They can hear us?” The old man sounded exasperated, “I… I don’t… understand. How?
Why? Who? Who are they?”
“Whitey, you’ve got to get a hold of yourself,” The Sheriff said in a stern yet calm tone.
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“Get a hold of myself?” Whitey’s eyes darted from the door to the window then to the Sheriff
and back again.
“You’ve got a look in your eyes.”
Finally, the old man’s rapidly scanning orbits fell on the Sheriff. Velvet bruises sagged along
the bottom of the sockets. Bloody red strings of yarn sat practically bulging in the whites. The
Chicken Farmer seemed to have aged twenty years in the last ten minutes.
“What do you mean, Sheriff?”
The Sheriff sucked at his teeth, then said, “When you’ve been a Sheriff for as long as I have,
even in a small town such as Carver’s Creek, you learn over time to read a person’s intentions
based on the expression and mannerisms painted on their face.”
Whitey’s lower lip twitched and he bit nervously at it until a thin line of blood rolled down
the skin, making a turn along the curve of his chin and dropped between the cracks in the
floorboards.
“Whitey,” The Sheriff said, “You’ve got madness in your eyes.”
Whitey’s head began twitching slightly in what must have been an attempt to shake it in
denial, “What do you think I’m going to do, Sheriff? I… I’m not mad. I’m just… terrified.”
The Sheriff sighed, but before he could say anything further, the rattling of tin cans being
shaken came from the door. When the two men fixed their eyes upon the bottom of the door,
they both froze in morbid curiosity and fear. A slim, almost-skeleton hand had slid beneath
the crack. Pale, ghostlike skin strained tightly against the disfigured bones of the hand,
highlighting every crooked tendon and vein. Lacerated fingers dug into the wood; nails
chipping and tearing from the bedding as the long fingers pulled the palm of the hand and
wrist further and further into the room until the pale hand grew into a pale arm that seemed to
reach out an inhuman four-feet before being stopped at the elbow.
Slowly, the Sheriff turned his attention to his blade which sat wedged in the floorboard just
inches to the right of the hand.
“Of course,” he muttered under his breath as he scratched that option from the list. He turned
his attention back to the Chicken Farmer who stood frozen with his arms raised as if trying to
defend himself from an attacker. Whitey’s face had completely drained of blood and his eyes
bulged from the already swollen sockets. The expression of pure unadulterated terror in the
old man’s face would be amusing in another situation. Deciding that Whitey would also have
no idea of what to do, the Sheriff simply took another step away from the hand.
A floorboard squealed under the weight of the lawman. When this happened, the hand moved
quickly as if awoken from a slumber. The fingers rose and the tendons along the wrist
tightened as the hand revealed its palm to the men. Encrypted in the centre of the flesh was an
eye. At first, both men assumed the eye was a very detailed drawing until it began to move.
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Rolling hauntingly, the shrivelled orbit scanned the room. It first looked at the Sheriff who
regarded it with disgust, then panned over to the Chicken Farmer who remained frozen in the
same position. The eye watched Whitey for a good deal longer than the Sheriff—it was as if
it knew or wanted something from him. The Sheriff turned his attention to the old man who
was literally quivering in his boots, then grabbed him by the shoulders and guided him to a
chair across the room. When he looked back, the Sheriff saw that, to no surprise, the eye had
followed his every movement. Whitey let out a whining squeal as he exhaled. Suddenly, a
long grating sound called out to them as the hand quickly removed itself from the lodge. The
Sheriff rushed to the spot the hand had just been and tore his blade free from the floor, then
sprinted to the door and undid the latch.
“Sheriff, don’t,” Whitey begged.
Ignoring the Chicken Farmer’s plea, the Sheriff threw the door open; knife held in a striking
position. Neither the hand nor whomever—or whatever—it belonged to was in sight. Instead,
he was greeted by the hatchet that Corey had taken with him outside. The blade was wedged
into the snow and was surrounded by tiny brown particles that looked to the Sheriff like
oddly coloured ants. Scooping up a handful of snow, he saw that these tiny objects were
pieces of wood. The Sheriff’s eyes went wide as he jumped to his feet and spun around. The
broken splinters had come from the door to the lodge. And upon that door from which they
came was a name carved into the oak.
Corey the cowboy.
TO BE CONTINUED
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THE HETTFORD WITCH HUNT by Oafish J Rhodes
Episode Five: A Short Morning
01.
Dan burst through the bedroom door, his face a snarling mask of hatred.
“Good bloody morning,” said Dan.
“Can you knock, you never know if Carrie will be getting dressed or something.”
“Carrie’s gone to work, you know how I know that?”
“How do you know that, Dan?”
“I know it because I heard her go to work not long after I heard your, evil, bedevilled rooster
crow cock a doodle do.”
Milton laughed involuntarily.
“Except it doesn’t say cock-a-doodle do, it says roh a rooh rooh, like Scooby Doo doing a
bad impression of a rooster. It has to be the most bone chilling sound I have ever born
witness to.”
“It’s just a normal rooster, Dan,” said Milton.
“If it’s a normal rooster, why doesn’t it say cock a doodle do?”
“Roosters don’t really say that though, do they?”
“Of course they do,” Dan insisted.
“How do they say it then, I suppose they pronounce it in received pronunciation after clearing
their throats.”
“Don’t make light of the situation,” said Dan, “I insist that we weigh it against a Bible.”
“That only works for witches,” Milton told him.
“Roosters can be witches, the bitches in the woods are forever turning into ravens. They
could just as well turn into a rooster.”
“Fair point,” said Milton, “but it did have to cross running water to get back into the garden
so it can’t be a witch.”
Dan thought about it for a minute.
“You carried it, that’s cheating.”
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“If it makes you feel better, we can build it a little bridge and see if it will walk over of its
own accord.”
“That would make me feel better,” said Dan.
“Not today though, you remember what day it is?” Milton asked.
“Payback time,” said Dan.
Dan grinned broadly.
02.
Gary patted the bonnet of the car as it parked in front of his house. Alison wound down the
window.
“It’s been running fine for months, you put one hand on it and the engine cuts out.”
She turned the ignition and finished parking.
“She still loves me really,” said Gary.
Gary smiled to emphasise the playful quality of the statement. Alison let the words hang in
the air for a few seconds.
“Where’s Shelley?” Alison asked.
“Getting lunch ready,” Gary told her.
Alison looked a tiny bit disappointed.
“I was looking forward to one of your bacon sandwiches,” she said.
“I’ll make you one tomorrow, if we’re still alive,” he told her.
“Don’t go out of your way,” Alison told him.

03.
“Right,” said Dan, “I have prepared the following: Numerous milk bottles to aid with witch
triangulation, spray cans for everyone in case they need to draw a protective circle. Fun size
Racer bars, a multi-pack of generic Monster Claw crisps, scotch eggs.”
“Obviously,” interjected Milton.
“And the words to a spell that is supposed to drive away witches.”
“Cool. Let’s practice that, then,” suggested Milton.
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The plates were a shining white china and the toast was piled in a neat rectangular block. The
tea had been laid out with meticulous care: tea pot and milk jug. Milton sat behind the table,
sipping his tea from a cup and saucer. His lank greying hair hung around his shoulders. A
moderate sized blob of middle aged spread pressed into the table. Milton wore a faded
Steeleye Span t-shirt and a bemused look on his face. His friend Dan, was not getting into the
spirit of the ‘last breakfast’ but instead was stood in front of the sink throwing his prodigious
girth in to the recitation of a chant.
“Wið ymbe nim eorþan, oferweorp mid þinre swiþran,” Dan spoke the words in a sing song
voice.
“I’m not sure you’ve got the right pronunciation on that,” said Milton.
“No,” agreed Dan, “me either; Karswell’s History of the Craft should come with a CD like
one of those free language courses you get in the Sunday papers.”
“The papers don’t do them anymore,” said Milton.
“Well, you know what I mean,” Dan protested.
“Indeed.”
“Then why be so picky about it?”
Milton shrugged dismissively.
“I wasn’t picky about the invention of audio recording equipment and the penning of The
History...” he said.
“No, which just goes to show that you know you’re being an arse.”
Dan folded his arms as if the point he had just made had been validated without any room for
doubt. Milton took a sip of his tea, sticking out his little finger to award himself an air of
sophistication.
“Just making an observation,” said Milton, “have a cup of tea. It’s going to be a long day.”
“Why is it that whenever we’re reduced to using spells we have to do them in the language
they were written in. I mean, this one Gary dug out... It says: I take under foot, I have found
it.
Lo, earth avails against every spirit against malice and mindlessness and against the mighty
tongues of man.”
Dan took a deep breath and waited for Milton to nod as if he were suitably impressed.
“But,” he continued, “we have to say: Wið ymbe nim eorþan, oferweorp mid þinre swiþran
handa under þinum swiþran fet, and... And whatever the hell else it says.”
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Milton nodded seriously.
“That is right,” Milton agreed.
“So what’s the bloody point? Can’t magic understand English? I don’t get it.”
Milton leant forward picked up a piece of toast and set about buttering it.
“It just doesn’t work, we’ve tried it,” Milton told him.
“I know, but it should work. That’s the point.”
“You know my theory, Dan, it’s something to do with the tones of the words themselves. It’s
not what they mean that matters but what the sound like.
“It’s a great theory,” said Dan, “with only one drawback: we have no idea what they sound
like.”
“Well,” said Milton, “we’ll just have to do our best won’t we. Will you eat some frigging
toast?”
“Who says I’m not dieting?”
“You’re you, you never diet.”
“Yeah, but as you said last night, there’s a good chance this will be our last day alive.”
“So, all the more reason to eat breakfast.”
“No,” said Dan, “all the more reason to try something new.”

04.
The water of the shower sprayed hard into Gary’s face. If he was going to spend the whole
day traipsing around the woods he needed to be clean. He lathered anti-dandruff shampoo
into his hair and closed his eyes tightly to avoid the bubbles dripping into his face. That was
when he heard the door open.
“Sorry,” Shelley’s voice was airy and unapologetic, “I’m really busting.”
“What?”
Gary tried to blink to see what was going on but the shampoo instantly dripped into his face,
half blinding him.
“I need the loo,” Shelley confirmed.
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Gary’s bathroom was a small affair. There was no bath for a start only a shower cubicle, with
frosted glass. Shelley had never seen Gary naked; now, at best, she was only seeing a skin
coloured outline of him. However, he had perved at his ex-girlfriend Alison in the shower
enough times to know that you could make out quite a bit of detail in an outline. With that in
mind, he had to make the decision of what part of his nude self he was going to let her see.
He wasn’t massively keen on the thought of her seeing the shape and size of his flaccid penis
as an introductory gambit. Then again, despite his slender frame, his buttocks sagged as if
they had been constructed entirely out of orphan’s tears. So the flaccid penis might have been
best option. By the time he had considered the best way to stand he realised that due to the
angle he was standing at, Shelley would have had quite an unflattering outline of both
features. He could hear her peeing.
“This is a bit weird,” he told her.
“Want it to get weirder?” Shelley asked.
Gary laughed.
“Besides,” added Shelley, “You’ve been in here for an hour.”
“I never have.”
The sound of Shelley’s ‘tut’ was audible over both the sound of running water and the sound
of running urine.
“All the stuff is ready to go,” said Shelly, “it’s all set up in the bedroom.”
“Thanks.”
Gary turned his head to see if he could catch the outline of what Shelley looked like when she
was on the toilet.
“Do you want me to flush or not?”
“What?”
“The toilet.”
Gary thought about it. He knew that Shelley had waste like every other human being and that
it would be no different to anyone else’s. Furthermore, he realised from previous experience
that the strain on the household boiler created by the flush would cause the shower to first dip
in temperature to unbearably cold; then rise unbearably hot. He ruminated the idea.
“Flush,” he told her.
Shelley made her way back to the bedroom. She had lain out the day’s provisions on the bed:
ten cans of spray paint. 6 bottles of spring water, four laminated copies of the banishing spell
Gary had found to use on the witches and bumper sized pack of Racer chocolate bars. It was
going to be an exciting day.
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05.
“Where’s Alison?” Gary asked.
“You were in the shower,” said Shelley, “she’s gone off to see Tajel at her old job.”
“You disappointed?”
“Not really,” said Shelley, “I mostly just wanted her to see the spell broken.”
“I don’t think she wants to come on the hunt.”
“No, but it would be handy for you to be able to get your car back,” Shelley said, “Don’t tell
Alison I said that.”
Gary laughed.
“You’re sneakier than you look,” he observed.
“You don’t know the half of it,” she told him.

06.

A speckle of bird song punctuated the roadside at the side of Hettford woods. The intensity of
the sun caused the branches of the trees to cast a web of blackness across the faces of the
assembled members. Each of them wore a solemn expression except for Dan who was
struggling to put on the bright yellow safety vest that everyone else was already wearing. He
just couldn’t get his arm far back enough to fit into the thing.
Shelley stepped forward as if she were about to help but Gary placed his hand on her arm and
made a ‘one second’ sign with his hand. After exactly one second, Dan threw the vest
violently to the ground and began to stamp on it violently.
“Do you need a hand with that?” Milton’s calm voice inquired.
“I wouldn’t, if you’d just bought the right bloody size,” Dan told him.
“It was the biggest size they had,” said Milton, “extra-large.”
“Hogwash! There is no way this is large, let alone bloody extra.”
Milton stepped towards his friend and after a few goes and a considerable amount of pressure
they successfully mounted it onto Dan’s second arm. Dan glanced at the ground whilst he
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pulled it over his second arm and adjusted it. Once it was there, it actually rested on his frame
rather well. He buttoned it at the front.
“Must be too short around the shoulders,” Dan said to no-one in particular.
There was an awkward silence. Even the birds ceased their merry song whilst they waited to
see who would speak next. Carrie looked over at Shelley and Gary. Shelley has slipped her
hand into Gary’s.
“Is Alison coming?” Carrie asked.
“She’s at Tajel’s,” said Gary.
Carrie nodded her head understandingly. Dan brushed himself down and loudly coughed.
“Right, I suggest we split into two groups to cover more ground,” he said.
“No,” said Carrie, “there’s safety in numbers.”
“Not if we don’t have time to kill the witches,” said Dan.
Carrie pursed her lips.
“Better that none of them die than any of us do,” said Carrie
“We won’t get anywhere unless we’re prepared to take risks,” said Dan, “Milton, what do
you think?
Milton looked from Carrie to Dan and then back to Carrie again. Both of sets of eyes were
fixed on him, both sets of brows knitted in frustration.
“Safety first,” said Milton, “maybe we can change plans once we size the situation up a bit
more.”
Neither of the concerned parties looked especially impressed. Milton looked to Gary for
reassurance but his eyes were transfixed on Shelley’s left ear. With a shrug he picked up his
satchel and turned towards the wood.

07.
“Everybody sniff their milk,” said Milton.
Each member of the hunt unfastened the lids on their thermos flasks and took a long smell.
“Is there really any point in all of us doing this?” Carrie asked, “I mean, if one of them is off,
surely they all will be.”
Milton considered it.
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“OK, from now on I’ll sniff mine and if it’s off we’ll double check with the rest of you.”
“Meanwhile, the witches will surround us and turn us into bunny rabbits,” said Gary.
“Fine, I’ll check mine and if it’s sour we all stand guard whilst Gary backs me up.”
“Agreed,” said Gary.
“Any objections, Dan?” Milton asked.
Everyone in the group turned around to face Dan and it dawned on each of them
simultaneously that he was nowhere to be seen.
“When did we see him last,” said Shelley.
“I haven’t looked at him since he said that thing about toe cheese,” Gary replied.
“We’re going to have to split up and look for him,” said Milton.
“You realise that is exactly what the witches would want us to do,” said Carrie.
“Yes, but I also realise that if they have him on his own, speed is going to be the main factor
in getting him back alive, remember last time.”
Gary nodded.
“I guess Shelley and I will go East, we’ll stick to the outer path and meet you at the far side
of the woods,” said Gary.
“They’ll have taken him to the centre,” said Carrie.
“We can’t just charge in,” Gary told her, “the trees will shift, we’ll all end up in the same
boat as Dan. Less haste more speed.”
Carrie frowned, given the circumstances the last thing she felt like was a debate.
“Centre point,” she said, “At the boundary of Shackleford.”
“There’s a mile stone,” said Milton, “wait next to it, if we’re longer than forty minutes abort
and go home.”
“Yeah,” said Gary, “if you’re longer than forty minutes I’ll start burning the woods down.”
“Thank you,” said Carrie.

08.
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A pervading mist surrounded Dan, thick wisps of grey twisting over one another and through
the trunks of the trees like the living sinew of the woods.
“Oh, tits!” Dan exclaimed.
He attempted to spray paint a circle around himself in the damp mud but the paint seemed to
vanish from the ground as soon as he laid it down.
“Triple tits,” he said.
Dan racked his mind for the words of the protective spell he had learned. He opened his
mouth to pronounce the first word.
“Wið…”
Without any further prompting the mist lifted and the woods blazed with sunlight. Dan was
alerted to a sound that was rare in the woods, it was the choral chatter of bird song.
Dan could hear male voices through the trees and the unmistakable scream of a woman. Dan
ran heroically towards the sound for a few steps and then, deciding he wouldn’t be much help
doubled up and panting, slowed to a quick walk instead.
He pushed through the branches and into a clearing, there on the far side of the road stood
two men, a third man was on the floor wrestling with a young woman. The woman wore a
rough woad dress that looked as if it might be uncomfortably warm in the summer heat.
The men were stoutly built; the man on the ground wrestling with the woman wore a linen
shirt that had been bleached enough to give the appearance of almost being white. His
trousers were strewn carelessly on the ground a few feet away. He pushed her arms hard to
the ground.
“We’ll soon see if there’s good in you,” said the man.
One of the two men above him was wearing purple clerical vestments and was flicking holy
water on the victim as she writhed and clenched her teeth.
The other man, who was dressed very much the same as the man on the ground, except
wearing trousers. Was clearly trying to keep watch.
He spotted Dan burst out of the woods his luminous yellow jacket blazing in the sun and
striding forwards with a mad look in his eyes.
“Get your hands off her,” Dan screamed.
“Ware, ware, she calls her demons from the wood,” said the watch man.
The man on the ground turned his head to see what was happening, the woman lunged
forward and sank her teeth in his neck. His hands reached up involuntarily to grasp the
wound.
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The woman pushed him backwards with both hands. The three men stepped back warily as
she raised both her arms. The woman pointed at the man with no trousers.
“I curse you, Proctor, in the name of my sisterhood, I curse you and all your line.”
The mist descended again, weaving itself around the bemused figures of the three men but
not around the woman.
The woman stepped forward and her eyes met Dan’s. Her features were rugged and angular
but symmetrical and charismatic.
“You have more to you than I thought,” she said, “Child of the hated.”

09.
Shelley was running ahead with the wild excitement of a sugar fuelled child on a trip with the
Scouts. Gary’s eyes scanned the overshadowed woods for any sign of movement, ears keenly
attuned to the sounds of nature for any fluctuation that might betray the presence of the
supernatural.
“We should come here when there’s not witches,” said Shelley, “It would be a great place for
a picnic.”
“Shhh,” said Gary.
“It would be better for conversation too, you know... If there weren’t witches.”
“Are you trying to goad them out by being passive aggressive towards them?”
“No, it’s just a really nice forest, I’d have like to have lived in a clearing here before the
world got all terrible.”
“You mean before the witches?”
Shelley shrugged.
“We could have had a little cabin made out of wood and I could have fetched water from the
stream while you caught rabbits for stew.”
“That does sound like a fairly decent deal, though I can’t catch a ball so I’m not sure how
good I’d be with rabbits.”
“You caught my attention,” said Shelley.
Gary tried to think of something clever to say in return for long enough for him to realise that
the window had passed on his replying to the comment.
“Maybe we should climb a tree,” he suggested.
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“I suspect we’ll only see the tops of trees but it’s worth a go,” said Shelley, “I’m the best
climber.”
Shelley ran to a large birch that was nearby and pulled herself on to one of the lower limbs.
She then dangled in the air for a while, her feet kicking at nothing to get a better grip on it.
“Give me a leg up,” she shouted.
Gary dutifully positioned himself below her and she kicked him twice in the back of the head
before finding a foothold on his shoulder.
Once she was fully onto the branch Shelley wasted no time in scrambling up the length of the
birch. Gary watched in amazement as she navigated slender limbs with slender limbs.
Finally Shelley stood atop the tree clutching on the highest point of the trunk with one hand,
leaning out to the side and shielding her eyes from the sun with the other hand.
“Can you see him?” Gary shouted.
“No, not as such.”
What Shelley could see was the clear and brightly lit tree tops, bright and vibrant with
chlorophyll; humming with the production of oxygen. In the centre of it all just a few feet
across, was a clearing, exactly the sort of clearing she might have liked to build her cabin in.
The void of greenery was filled with what looked like thick smoke.
She pointed at it with her free hand.
“We’re going to have to go that way,” she said, “I don’t know what’s going on but it’s
definitely not normal.”

10.
Alison was bored, she was so bored that she was beginning to wish she had gone with the
others on Gary’s stupid witch hunt. She had tried to find Tajel at Discount News but instead
had been greeted by Paul. He looked tired and dishevelled. She had been about to great him
when a forgotten nemesis entered the shop.
“Oh, the gang’s all here,” said the old woman.
“Not Tajel,” said Paul, “But it’s nice to see Alison. I just hope she’s not after my job.”
Alison shook her head ever so gently.
“I thought you’d gone back to Bongo Bongo Land,” said the old woman.
“If you mean New Zealand, no.”
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“No, I suppose not,” said the woman, “You lot come here for the higher wages, send it back
to all your family, don’t you?”
Alison was stumped for a response. She was about to bit the bullet and admit to the extreme
social and financial deprivation that she had never witnessed in New Zealand when all of a
sudden Paul piped up.
“The standard of living is much higher there,” he told the old woman, “From what I’ve seen
it’s prettier too.”
“So what the hell are you doing here, then?” The old woman demanded.
“I came here for university,” said Alison, “then I fell in love.”
“Well, I can understand that,” said the old woman, “there’s no place quite like Hettford.”
Paul covered a laugh behind his hand that worked to diffuse the anger that rushed to Alison’s
eyeballs. He mouthed the word “sorry.”
Alison had then attempted to visit Mrs Fuller, who was supposedly visiting relatives in
Shropshire. The only place that Alison had ever visited that was more inbred and isolationist
than Hettford itself.
Back at home she had drunk three cups of tea, watched a game show called Fatty Survival
Camp and fallen asleep needing to pee.
It was in the bathroom that she had spotted it, just to the side of the bin. A square silver
wrapper, that had been hastily torn at the top, as if it were opened in a hurry with somebody’s
teeth. The fatigued remains of intercourse between her cousin and her ex-boyfriend and she
remembered when her thought process had been that if she left Gary he might grow up and
they could get back together and make a proper go of it.

11.
The clearing was almost entirely obscured with mist. Gary had tried reaching Milton on the
walkie-talkie but the only sound coming from it was a long high-pitched whine as if one of
the capacitors had blown.
He and Shelley wrestled their way through the mist of the clearing, visibility stood at about
four feet just enough to keep each other in sight but not to locate Dan.
“Hold my hand,” said Shelley, “I don’t want you getting lost.”
Gary reached his arm out and closed his eyes to try to adjust to the dim lighting. A sound
broke through the mist, it was Dan’s voice.
“I was always wrong,” said Dan. “always.”
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There was the sound of gentle sobbing. Gary and Shelley trod carefully toward the noise.
There at the periphery of the clearing stood a tall silver birch tree. The tree had an ethereal
radiance about it that shimmered with dull persistence through the mist like a waning moon.
The pale light reflected off the pale naked skin of Dan, who had his arms wrapped firmly
around it. He was grinding himself tenderly into the trunk rubbing his arms up and down the
shaft of the tree as if he were cooling a long-lost lover. His bent and buckled knees moved up
and down smearing a patch of blood against the papery bark, their movement indifferent to
the sustained friction that was chaffing the blood from them.
“Do you mind getting Dan off the tree so I can bind it?”
Gary nodded and walked over to Dan and tried to gently remove one arm from the tree. Dan
struggled against him, shaking the arm violently until Gary let go. Dan then continued his
caress as if nothing had happened.
Gary pulled at him as hard as he could, placing one foot on the tree on pushing all of his
weight backwards, Dan was immovable, he would have been far stronger than Gary under the
most mundane of circumstances, in this heightened state it was like trying to impede a fully
lubed rhino.
Grabbing the arm with both hands, Gary pushed with both legs and with an effort managed to
force the man’s bulk to one side. Dan’s torso was red with scratches, his eyes dead white;
rolled fully back into his head. Dan let out a hiss.
“Leave her alone, you.”
Gary fell backwards, his wrist twisting underneath him. Gary screamed.
Dan continued to rub himself against the tree. Shelly rushed over to Gary.
“Are you OK?”
“It’s just my arm,” he told her.
There were tears in Gary’s eyes as he spoke, he clutched at his right wrist as he stumbled up
to his feet.
“It’s not broken, is it?”
Gary gestured to Dan still holding one hand over his wrist.
“Bigger fish to fry.”
“He can wait,” said Shelley.
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“I’ve heard that if you sever a man’s penis whilst he’s erect he will bleed to death in 30
seconds. I don’t know how true that is but Dan seems fairly set on rubbing his against the
fucking tree until we find out.”
“Aw,” said Shelley, “that’s what they’ll call it: the fucking tree.”
Gary looked puzzled for a few seconds as if he were trying to work out his precise coordinates in the universe. Completely baffled, he allowed himself a smile.
“We’re not going to figure this out with you in pain and panic,” she told him.
“Bind the witch, break the spell,” said Gary, “it’s the only way.”
Shelley took her back pack off her back and pulled out a leather-bound book and a spool of
silver thread. Then she pulled out a small hammer and a nail.
“Do you need me to knock this in?” Gary asked.
Gary flexed the fingers of his right hand and winced.
“It really hurts,” he told her.
Shelley picked up the hammer and with perfect pronunciation began to recite the words of the
spell.

12.
Reg was sitting down in his lounge, he had a small glass of whiskey poured on the table but
he was drinking tea. He dunked a heavy “farmhouse” style biscuit into his mug. It was the
sort of biscuit that had cranberries and macadamia nuts just like most farmers didn’t have
time to make.
His phone rang for what was now the fourth time in an hour. He decided that it was probably
easier to answer it than it was to keep ignoring it.
“Hello,” he said.
The voice on the other end asked him if he was himself which in the context of it being his
phone and him being the only person in the house seemed like a thoroughly redundant
question. He answered it in the affirmative.
“Yes, I am him. Can you get to the point? I’ve got things to do.”
Reg paused for a brief second whilst the voice on the other end of the line talked to him in a
tone of gleeful solemnity that usually suggested that the caller was after some kind of
financial compensation.
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“You’ll get no compensation from me,” said Reg, “I sold those pigs fair and square, they
were healthy and well when they left my farm.”
The voice at the other end explained that they were no longer healthy and suggested that it
might be damaging to future business if Reg did not take responsibility for the fact.
“What’s wrong with them, anyway? If it’s ought to do with the farm I’ll consider it but we’re
all in this for the money and I doubt you’ll find such reasonable rates on pork from any other
farmer in the area.”
The voice at the other end of the phone informed him exactly what the problem was.
“Look, you’re welcome to investigate my farm if you like but you’ll find it up to scratch, take
up disappearing bacon with the butchers. Maybe they cut it too thin.”
The voice at the other end of the line was insistent.
“Yes,” said Reg, “It is highly bloody unlikely. So bloody unlikely in fact that I think you
might be full of shit.”
“No, I don’t think it is connected to an outbreak of menstruation in my local area. I’m not
feeding the pigs tampons.”
The voice took on a more conciliatory tone.
“I’ve never once heard of a sow begin in season leading to bacon melting when it was
cooked. Have you investigated processing? Even spoiled meat doesn’t generally melt.”
The voice confirmed that they were “looking into it” and asked that Reg be ready for “further
dialogues.”
Reg put the phone down and took a long gulp of his whiskey.

13.
The brightness of the sun created a stark contrast to the shadow made lines across Carrie’s
face. She was fumbling with her walkie talkie, switching through the channels.
“We should never have split up,” Carrie said.
“I’m sure they’ve just run out of batteries or something,” said Milton.
Milton’s voice was calming but utterly unconvincing.
“It’s the or something I’m concerned about,” Carrie told him.
“As far as we know, everything is fine,” said Milton, “If we keep walking I’m sure we’ll get
to...”
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Milton’s voice was cut short. There came a ringing through the woods, a piercing hum that
stuck the ears. Milton reached up with his finger to shake away what he thought was tinnitus.
Carrie was already clutching both her palms to both of her ears.
The sound rose in volume and lowered in pitch and is it reached a low bass Milton felt his
knees buckle. As he dropped forward he noticed the human quality of the inhuman sound.
It was a sort of scream half way between rage and desperation. The sound a trapped animal
might make as it continued to fight beyond mortal wounding. The hate filled death throes of a
spirit that did not want to die.
As the volume raised further there could be heard within it the beating of a heart, a slow
thumping drum like a call to war.
Carrie was stood over Milton and helped him to his feet.
“It’s coming from that direction.”
Carrie pointed, her slender fingers quivering with the trauma of the noise.
With their hands pressed to the sides of their heads, Milton and Carrie began to run.

14.
Julie was looking through the jobs section of the newspaper with her mother. The two of
them sat in the living room in front of a glass coffee table that was failing to live up to its
name and have coffee on it. There were four adverts and two of them were for training
courses that both expected you to pay for them and made no promise of future employment.
“You have to start thinking about the future,” her mother was saying, “Hettford is becoming
the sort of place that there is no future in. All the big houses are being bought by people who
work in the city and the locals are being pushed out to the areas where those sorts of people
should live. Now that you’re better, you’ll have to widen your net.”
Julie was torn between wanting to throw her arms up dramatically at the hopelessness of it all
and a combination of grudging acceptance with undertones of resentment.
However she was prevented from doing so by the sudden and surprising sound of the roaring
scream that filled the house.
“What the...” said Julie’s mother.
At that moment, the glass coffee table imploded with a crash on to the floor, cascading
disgruntled shards of glass directly at the feet of the two women.
“Jesus,” shouted Julie’s mother.
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She sprang to her feet and stood looking at the mess of the room. The sound was now just a
low background rumble. Julie screamed.
In the corner of the room stood the figure of a young man in his early twenties, his head was
shaved, his face contorted into a mask of sheer and total disgust. She recognised him as
Paul’s older brother.
“Kiwi lover, lover,” he shouted.
And then he was gone and the noise had stopped and air sat still like a disappointed
grandmother.
“Thank God for double glazing, hey?” Julie’s mother said.
Julie did not speak to reply to her.

15.
Alison picked up her mobile phone, her hands shaking.
The number she was calling gave no answer.
“Shelley,” Alison’s voice was a whisper, “Shelley is everything OK? There was a noise, it
didn’t sound normal. Is Gary OK? Tell him I’m sorry.

16.
The noise had stopped by the time Milton and Carrie reached the clearing. The air was clear
and smelled of a damp fungal musk.
Dan was lying naked at the foot of the birch tree, the front of his body covered in cuts. The
tree itself had withered, the silver bark had peeled back and browned, the green foliage had
been shed to leave only dry twigs reaching up into the air.
Next to Dan lay Shelley, her hands bled from her palms; cast out to either side of her. Her
legs twisted under her prostate body so that her knees appeared to have snapped back.
A black figure was approaching the two fallen figures from the far side of the clearing. It was
faint and indistinct, looking at one minute like some atavistic nightmare and at the next step
like a large crow in flight.
Gary stood between his fallen friends and the approaching witch. He was clutching his wrist
tenderly but the rest of his body language seemed unaware of the fact. He stood tall and
defiant, his head thrown backwards, his eyes unflinching from the approaching figure.
“Go piss up a rope.”
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Gary’s voice scratched as he spoke and the words came out as a rasp.
At the precise moment that he spoke the words the finger folded back gigantic wings and
dove upwards into the sky, dissipating into the elements.
It began to rain.
CONCLUDES NEXT WEEK
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THE BATTLE FOR CALLISTO by Gregory KH Bryant
Episode Twenty-Five
And Emily? What of her? And Jeffrey? What had happened to them, in the midst of all this?
Sergeant Dennison, and his crew, Stan and Harvey, he who had carried Emily in his arms,
away from the exploding pod?
Sergeant Dennison and Corporal Stan—Stanislaw Katinsky—searched for Harvey and Emily.
Stan carried the unconscious Jeffrey over his shoulder, and Dennison, staggering, was still
catching his breath, which had been sucked from his lungs during the catastrophic explosion
of the damaged pod from which he had barely saved Jeffrey.
“HAR-VEEE!” Stan shouted. “Har-VEEE! Where are ya?”
The pod through which they were searching was in ruins. Trees uprooted and hurled across
the pavilions lay in broken piles crowding hard against the emergency wall. Benches,
signposts, lights, and other unaccountable broken pieces of wreckage were strewn
throughout.
Doorways and windows had been automatically shuttered during the catastrophe. Only but
bare and unscaleable walls met their eyes through the ruined streets.
When the ceiling of the neighbouring dome had shattered at last, and the air was sucked
through the emergency hatch that Sergeant Dennison had opened to rescue Jeffrey, Harvey,
carrying Emily in his arms, was instantly hurled across the pavilion.
He smashed head-first against the emergency wall with the force of tornado-like winds
propelling him. His skull was crushed instantly, like a cantaloupe dropped on a hot summer
sidewalk, affording him a swift, and therefore merciful, death. His body was barely sufficient
to give Emily a cushion against that killing wall. Enough it was to preserve Emily’s life. But
she was knocked wholly unconscious, oblivious to Stan’s calls.
She lay next to Harvey’s corpse, her arm broken, and buried deep amid unrecognizable piles
of broken benches, signage, the wreckage of skycabs, and support columns.
“Har-VEEE!” shouted Stan. His voice rang out through the ruins of the shuttered pod.
The still unconscious Emily squirmed with the agony of her broken arm. Her motion caused
the arm of the dead Harvey to slip.
Both the motion and the bright orange hue of Harvey’s emergency suit caught the eye of
Corporal Stan.
“Lemee go take a look,” he said to Sergeant Dennison. He carefully laid Jeffrey’s
unconscious body on the sidewalk, under Dennison’s watchful eye.
“Awrite, corporal,” Dennison said, still pulling himself together. The world was still spinning
under his feet, and his headache caused the veins in his head to pulsate. He sat down next to
Jeffrey.
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Stan hurried over to where Emily and the corpse of his friend Harvey lay.
He saw instantly that his friend was dead. There was no question about it. He was dead.
Nor was there time for Stan to grieve the man who had been his best friend through their
boyhood years, who come up with him through school, who chose, with him, Callisto
Security, Emergency Services as a career, upon their graduation from school, who trained
side by side with him, and who, on their leaves, impressed the girls together in their uniforms.
It would be Stan would have to be the one to tell Sarah how her husband died. If he survived
this battle. If she did.
But that would be later. Not now. Now, Stan had no time to grieve for his friend. Now, he
was on the job, and he had to find that girl, that little girl... where was she? She had to be
near.
“Little girl?” he called, with a heavy voice. “Can you hear me?”
She couldn’t. Though the agony in her broken arm caused her to squirm, she was yet
oblivious to the world, aware, if she were aware at all, only of a universe of pain that had
swallowed her whole.
Stan dug through the wreckage. Nor was it long before he found the unconscious Emily,
buried near Harvey’s body. For a moment he was oddly glad that she was unconscious, that
she wouldn’t see his friend’s headless body in that obscene condition. Let all who had any
memory of Harvey remember him as he was when he was alive—vital, strong, and living life
with both hands, as he did, not as this monstrous, bloodied headless hulk of a corpse.
Stan removed his glove and placed his hand on Emily’s throat. He felt a pulse. Good. She’s
alive.
“Let’s get you out of here,” he said, knowing that Emily could not hear him. That made no
difference. He knew also that, even were she unconscious, the sound of his voice would be
sufficient to keep her connected to the world around her, would give her a tenuous lifeline
that, if she held on to it, would bring her back to the world of the living.
Carefully he pulled the debris from her body, until she was free of it. With equal care, he
lifted her slowly from the wreckage. Her arm fell at a shocking angle. In her
unconsciousness, she murmured with pain.
“Ah... I see. Gotcher arm broken, huh? Well, we’ll get that fixed,” Stan said, in a voice both
sad and reassuring.
Stan cradled Emily in his arms, carefully laying her twisted arm upon her chest.
“Okay, honey, let’s go see your brother, huh? See how he’s doing?”
He painstakingly stepped through the chaotic ruins with Emily in his arms. He stumbled
often, but caught his footing each time.
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Overhead, mere feet above the dome, fighter ships thundered past, looping high above
Callisto, then diving down again, all firing at each other and sending swift shafts of burning
lasers dancing in deadly pirouettes throughout the Callistoan skies.
The ground underneath his feet shook each time a ship crashed into the icy surface of
Callisto. The stench of scalded metals was thick. It was dizzying.
“Take it easy,” Stan counselled himself. “Breath in... breath out... let’s not knock ourselves
out...”
He came back to where he had left Sergeant Dennison and Jeffrey. Jeffrey had struggled back
to consciousness. He was sitting upright next to Dennison.
Stan carefully lowered Emily to the sidewalk.
“D’ja see Harvey?” Dennison asked. The tone in his voice made it clear that he expected the
worst.
Stan only nodded his head.
“Gone?”
“Yeah.”
Sergeant Dennison glanced back toward the emergency wall and the ruined pod, beyond. The
wall waffled against the tensions and pressures pulling on it.
“All right, then. Let’s get these kids outta here. And us, too.”
Two sleek fighter ships raced overhead in dogged combat. Shrill beams from their laser
cannons screamed, giving glancing blows to the dome above.
“Nothing more we can do here,” Dennison said, rising to his feet.
The ground shook under them. Cracks opened up in the sidewalks. Panels came tumbling
from the walls of the buildings nearby.
The four of them left that pod, walking hurriedly to the next which happened to be the very
pod Emily and Jeffrey had fled some time before. There before them was the shuttered
Education Centre where Jeffrey and Emily had taken their lessons with the children of
Callisto. There, teachers and students had evacuated to the cellars below when the sirens were
first blaring.
The foundations of the building had taken quite a shaking as the battle raged all about. It
leaned heavily, and even as Dennison, Stan and Jeffrey watched, the building seemed to
slowly twist upon itself.
Again, another huge explosion as a Scrounger transport ship crashed into the icy plains
outside Callisto Base 1. Huge tremors from the crash shook the ground.
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And the Education Centre collapsed upon itself, burying all within it into a living, suffocating
tomb. Huge billows of dust and pulverized concrete swallowed up Sergeant Dennison, Stan,
Jeffrey and Emily.
Dennison shouted into his wrist-mounted radio.
“We got a collapsed building. Education Centre came down. I am repeating. Education
Centre has come down. We need assistance. Now.”
Dennison turned to Jeffrey.
“Okay, kid. Stan and me got work to do. Can you keep an eye on your sister?”
“Yes, sir, sure,” Jeffrey answered.
“All right. Good.”
Then, to Stan, he said, “Let’s get digging.”
Each man carried a small shovel that folded in half upon his back. Jeffrey watched as
Dennison and Stan both gripped their shovels in one hand, and climbed up on the still
smouldering pile of debris.
He squatted next to Emily, then cradled her head in his lap, feeling sick.
If he and Emily had stayed, if they had evacuated to the basements with the teachers and the
other students, they would now be buried under tons of concrete and steel.
Jeffrey felt sick for all those trapped, below—assuming that they hadn’t already been crushed
to death.
The Education Centre was housed in the same building that housed the civilian apartments on
Callisto Base 1. Illara’s apartment was in that sprawling building. So was the apartment that
Jeffrey and Emily shared with their parents, Story and Joyce Talbot.
From where he squatted on the ruined sidewalk, Emily’s head cradled in his lap, Jeffrey
could not tell if that portion of the Municipal Building had collapsed. He couldn’t see it.
Were their parents still alive?

Turhan Mot’s scheme had all come to ruin. He saw that clearly. With the “Grand Marquis” in
ruins, his attack on Callisto was over. Though the many Scroungers who had joined up with
him had not yet understood it, and they still fought on, Turhan Mot knew that for himself,
there was no hope of success, but only escape, if he could manage it.
For the second time now, his carefully orchestrated plans had been foiled, all due to the idiot
interference of a single man, that Carter Ward.
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First, it was his bold campaign against Interplanetary Station 3. Ward had ruined that. Now,
with his own reputation on the line more than ever before, this pig of a man, Carter Ward,
had again thrust himself into Turhan Mot’s meticulously calculated machinations.
And now those machinations were all in chaos. His ship, the “Grand Marquis” was destroyed.
His own crew, all of them, as far as he knew, were killed.
Turhan Mot had his mind now upon a single objective, and that was to find sanctuary, if he
could, with Horst Dal, and there to begin to rebuild.
So it was that now, even as hundreds of Scroungers were massing at the Space Port of
Callisto Base 1to launch their ground assault against the colony, Turhan Mot and Mokem Bet
were seeking out any interplanetary transport that would take them away from Callisto—
back, perhaps, to Astra Palace, the secret sanctuary of the Scroungers—if Horst Dal would
take him.
That was not certain. Turhan Mot already owed Horst Dal a huge sum of money. The spoils
from this campaign were meant to go some ways toward paying off that debt. Nor was Horst
Dal noted for his patience, or his generosity.
Turhan Mot could only speak to Horst Dal, and see for himself which way the man’s temper
leaned.
So he and Mokem Bet were searching among the interplanetary ships now crowding the
Space Port of Callisto Base 1. They looked for any ship abandoned by their crews, which
they might simply take for themselves or, if they were not successful in that, then finding one
with a crew amenable to carrying them away from Callisto.
But their luck was not with them. The captains of each of the transport ships that had joined
this expedition against Callisto were, to a man, most scrupulous in leaving a crew of three or
four to guard their ships. Most had heard of Turhan Mot, some hadn’t. But in either case,
these sentries knew they reported to their own captains and, being the Scroungers that they
were, they recognized no other authority. That this was the great and renowned Turhan Mot
speaking meant nothing to them.
Nor were any of these sentries willing even to discuss any matters with Turhan Mot, in the
absence of their captains. Did they wish to charter the ship, Turhan Mot would have no other
recourse but to await the return of the ship’s master himself, and discuss that with him.
The crude Mokem Bet was prepared to quickly murder the next sentry they encountered, and
take the ship. Turhan Mot, his own patience worn thin, was happy to go along with Mokem
Bet’s suggestion.
CONTINUES NEXT WEEK
Carter Ward’s earlier adventures, along with those of other interplanetary rogues, are
chronicled in Warlords of the Asteroid Belt and Deep Space Dogfights.
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THE MYSTERIOUS ISLAND by Jules Verne
Part 3. The Secret of the Island
Chapter 11
Gideon Spilett took the box and opened it. It contained nearly two hundred grains of a white
powder, a few particles of which he carried to his lips. The extreme bitterness of the
substance precluded all doubt; it was certainly the precious extract of quinine, that preeminent antifebrile.
This powder must be administered to Herbert without delay. How it came there might be
discussed later.
“Some coffee!” said Spilett.
In a few moments Neb brought a cup of the warm infusion. Gideon Spilett threw into it about
eighteen grains of quinine, and they succeeded in making Herbert drink the mixture.
There was still time, for the third attack of the malignant fever had not yet shown itself. How
they longed to be able to add that it would not return!
Besides, it must be remarked, the hopes of all had now revived. The mysterious influence had
been again exerted, and in a critical moment, when they had despaired of it.
In a few hours Herbert was much calmer. The colonists could now discuss this incident. The
intervention of the stranger was more evident than ever. But how had he been able to
penetrate during the night into Granite House? It was inexplicable, and, in truth, the
proceedings of the genius of the island were not less mysterious than was that genius himself.
During this day the sulphate of quinine was administered to Herbert every three hours.
The next day some improvement in Herbert’s condition was apparent. Certainly, he was not
out of danger, intermittent fevers being subject to frequent and dangerous relapses, but the
most assiduous care was bestowed on him. And besides, the specific was at hand; nor,
doubtless, was he who had brought it far distant! And the hearts of all were animated by
returning hope.
This hope was not disappointed. Ten days after, on the 20th of December, Herbert’s
convalescence commenced.
He was still weak, and strict diet had been imposed upon him, but no access of fever
supervened. And then, the poor boy submitted with such docility to all the prescriptions
ordered him! He longed so to get well!
Pencroft was as a man who has been drawn up from the bottom of an abyss. Fits of joy
approaching delirium seized him. When the time for the third attack had passed by, he nearly
suffocated the reporter in his embrace. Since then, he always called him Dr. Spilett.
The real doctor, however, remained undiscovered.
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“We will find him!” repeated the sailor.
Certainly, this man, whoever he was, might expect a somewhat too energetic embrace from
the worthy Pencroft!
The month of December ended, and with it the year 1867, during which the colonists of
Lincoln Island had of late been so severely tried. They commenced the year 1868 with
magnificent weather, great heat, and a tropical temperature, delightfully cooled by the seabreeze. Herbert’s recovery progressed, and from his bed, placed near one of the windows of
Granite House, he could inhale the fresh air, charged with ozone, which could not fail to
restore his health. His appetite returned, and what numberless delicate, savoury little dishes
Neb prepared for him!
“It is enough to make one wish to have a fever oneself!” said Pencroft.
During all this time, the convicts did not once appear in the vicinity of Granite House. There
was no news of Ayrton, and though the engineer and Herbert still had some hopes of finding
him again, their companions did not doubt but that the unfortunate man had perished.
However, this uncertainty could not last, and when once the lad should have recovered, the
expedition, the result of which must be so important, would be undertaken. But they would
have to wait a month, perhaps, for all the strength of the colony must be put into requisition
to obtain satisfaction from the convicts.
However, Herbert’s convalescence progressed rapidly. The congestion of the liver had
disappeared, and his wounds might be considered completely healed.
During the month of January, important work was done on the plateau of Prospect Heights;
but it consisted solely in saving as much as was possible from the devastated crops, either of
corn or vegetables. The grain and the plants were gathered, so as to provide a new harvest for
the approaching half-season. With regard to rebuilding the poultry-yard, wall, or stables,
Cyrus Harding preferred to wait. While he and his companions were in pursuit of the
convicts, the latter might very probably pay another visit to the plateau, and it would be
useless to give them an opportunity of recommencing their work of destruction. When the
island should be cleared of these miscreants, they would set about rebuilding. The young
convalescent began to get up in the second week of January, at first for one hour a day, then
two, then three. His strength visibly returned, so vigorous was his constitution. He was now
eighteen years of age. He was tall, and promised to become a man of noble and commanding
presence. From this time his recovery, while still requiring care, —and Dr. Spilett was very
strict, —made rapid progress. Towards the end of the month, Herbert was already walking
about on Prospect Heights, and the beach.
He derived, from several sea-baths, which he took in company with Pencroft and Neb, the
greatest possible benefit. Cyrus Harding thought he might now settle the day for their
departure, for which the 15th of February was fixed. The nights, very clear at this time of
year, would be favourable to the researches they intended to make all over the island.
The necessary preparations for this exploration were now commenced, and were important,
for the colonists had sworn not to return to Granite House until their twofold object had been
achieved; on the one hand, to exterminate the convicts, and rescue Ayrton, if he was still
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living; on the other, to discover who it was that presided so effectually over the fortunes of
the colony.
Of Lincoln Island, the settlers knew thoroughly all the eastern coast from Claw Cape to the
Mandible Capes, the extensive Tadorn Marsh, the neighbourhood of Lake Grant, Jacamar
Wood, between the road to the corral and the Mercy, the courses of the Mercy and Red
Creek, and lastly, the spurs of Mount Franklin, among which the corral had been established.
They had explored, though only in an imperfect manner, the vast shore of Washington Bay
from Claw Cape to Reptile End, the woody and marshy border of the west coast, and the
interminable downs, ending at the open mouth of Shark Gulf. But they had in no way
surveyed the woods which covered the Serpentine Peninsula, all to the right of the Mercy, the
left bank of Falls River, and the wilderness of spurs and valleys which supported three
quarters of the base of Mount Franklin, to the east, the north, and the west, and where
doubtless many secret retreats existed. Consequently, many millions of acres of the island
had still escaped their investigations.
It was, therefore, decided that the expedition should be carried through the Far West, so as to
include all that region situated on the right of the Mercy.
It might, perhaps, be better worthwhile to go direct to the corral, where it might be supposed
that the convicts had again taken refuge, either to pillage or to establish themselves there. But
either the devastation of the corral would have been an accomplished fact by this time, and it
would be too late to prevent it, or it had been the convicts’ interest to entrench themselves
there, and there would be still time to go and turn them out on their return.
Therefore, after some discussion, the first plan was adhered to, and the settlers resolved to
proceed through the wood to Reptile End. They would make their way with their hatchets,
and thus lay the first draft of a road which would place Granite House in communication with
the end of the peninsula for a length of from sixteen to seventeen miles.
The cart was in good condition. The onagers, well rested, could go a long journey.
Provisions, camp effects, a portable stove, and various utensils were packed in the cart, as
also weapons and ammunition, carefully chosen from the now complete arsenal of Granite
House. But it was necessary to remember that the convicts were, perhaps, roaming about the
woods, and that in the midst of these thick forests a shot might quickly be fired and received.
It was therefore resolved that the little band of settlers should remain together and not
separate under any pretext whatever.
It was also decided that no one should remain at Granite House. Top and Jup themselves
were to accompany the expedition; the inaccessible dwelling needed no guard. The 14th of
February, eve of the departure, was consecrated entirely to repose, and—thanksgiving
addressed by the colonists to the Creator. A place in the cart was reserved for Herbert, who,
though thoroughly convalescent, was still a little weak. The next morning, at daybreak, Cyrus
Harding took the necessary measures to protect Granite House from any invasion. The
ladders, which were formerly used for the ascent, were brought to the Chimneys and buried
deep in the sand, so that they might be available on the return of the colonists, for the
machinery of the lift had been taken to pieces, and nothing of the apparatus remained.
Pencroft stayed the last in Granite House in order to finish this work, and he then lowered
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himself down by means of a double rope held below, and which, when once hauled down,
left no communication between the upper landing and the beach.
The weather was magnificent.
“We shall have a warm day of it,” said the reporter, laughing.
“Pooh! Dr. Spilett,” answered Pencroft, “we shall walk under the shade of the trees and
shan’t even see the sun!”
“Forward!” said the engineer.
The cart was waiting on the beach before the Chimneys. The reporter made Herbert take his
place in it during the first hours at least of the journey, and the lad was obliged to submit to
his doctor’s orders.
Neb placed himself at the onagers’ heads. Cyrus Harding, the reporter, and the sailor, walked
in front. Top bounded joyfully along. Herbert offered a seat in his vehicle to Jup, who
accepted it without ceremony. The moment for departure had arrived, and the little band set
out.
The cart first turned the angle of the mouth of the Mercy, then, having ascended the left bank
for a mile, crossed the bridge, at the other side of which commenced the road to Port Balloon,
and there the explorers, leaving this road on their left, entered the cover of the immense
woods which formed the region of the Far West.
For the first two miles the widely scattered trees allowed the cart to pass with ease; from time
to time it became necessary to cut away a few creepers and bushes, but no serious obstacle
impeded the progress of the colonists.
The thick foliage of the trees threw a grateful shade on the ground. Deodars, Douglas firs,
casuarinas, banksias, gum-trees, dragon-trees, and other well-known species, succeeded each
other far as the eye could reach. The feathered tribes of the island were all represented—
grouse, jacamars, pheasants, lories, as well as the chattering cockatoos, parrots, and
paroquets. Agouties, kangaroos, and capybaras fled swiftly at their approach; and all this
reminded the settlers of the first excursions they had made on their arrival at the island.
“Nevertheless,” observed Cyrus Harding, “I notice that these creatures, both birds and
quadrupeds, are more timid than formerly. These woods have, therefore, been recently
traversed by the convicts, and we shall certainly find some traces of them.”
And, in fact, in several places they could distinguish traces, more or less recent, of the
passage of a band of men—here branches broken off the trees, perhaps to mark out the way;
there the ashes of a fire, and footprints in clayey spots; but nothing which appeared to belong
to a settled encampment.
The engineer had recommended his companions to refrain from hunting. The reports of the
firearms might give the alarm to the convicts, who were, perhaps, roaming through the forest.
Moreover, the hunters would necessarily ramble some distance from the cart, which it was
dangerous to leave unguarded.
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In the afterpart of the day, when about six miles from Granite House, their progress became
much more difficult. In order to make their way through some thickets, they were obliged to
cut down trees. Before entering such places Harding was careful to send in Top and Jup, who
faithfully accomplished their commission, and when the dog and orang returned without
giving any warning, there was evidently nothing to fear, either from convicts or wild beasts,
two varieties of the animal kingdom, whose ferocious instincts placed them on the same
level. On the evening of the first day the colonists encamped about nine miles from Granite
House, on the border of a little stream falling into the Mercy, and of the existence of which
they had till then been ignorant; it evidently, however, belonged to the hydiographical system
to which the soil owed its astonishing fertility. The settlers made a hearty meal, for their
appetites were sharpened, and measures were then taken that the night might be passed in
safety. If the engineer had had only to deal with wild beasts, jaguars or others, he would have
simply lighted fires all around his camp, which would have sufficed for its defence; but the
convicts would be rather attracted than terrified by the flames, and it was, therefore, better to
be surrounded by the profound darkness of night.
The watch was, however, carefully organized. Two of the settlers were to watch together, and
every two hours it was agreed that they should be relieved by their comrades. And so,
notwithstanding his wish to the contrary, Herbert was exempted from guard. Pencroft and
Gideon Spilett in one party, the engineer and Neb in another, mounted guard in turns over the
camp.
The night, however, was but of few hours. The darkness was due rather to the thickness of the
foliage than to the disappearance of the sun. The silence was scarcely disturbed by the
howling of jaguars and the chattering of the monkeys, the latter appearing to particularly
irritate Master Jup. The night passed without incident, and on the next day, the 15th of
February, the journey through the forest, tedious rather than difficult, was continued. This
day they could not accomplish more than six miles, for every moment they were obliged to
cut a road with their hatchets.
Like true settlers, the colonists spared the largest and most beautiful trees, which would
besides have cost immense labour to fell, and the small ones only were sacrificed, but the
result was that the road took a very winding direction, and lengthened itself by numerous
detours.
During the day Herbert discovered several new specimens not before met with in the island,
such as the tree-fern, with its leaves spread out like the waters of a fountain, locust-trees, on
the long pods of which the onagers browsed greedily, and which supplied a sweet pulp of
excellent flavour. There, too, the colonists again found groups of magnificent kauries, their
cylindrical trunks, crowded with a cone of verdure, rising to a height of two hundred feet.
These were the tree-kings of New Zealand, as celebrated as the cedars of Lebanon.
As to the fauna, there was no addition to those species already known to the hunters.
Nevertheless, they saw, though unable to get near them, a couple of those large birds peculiar
to Australia, a sort of cassowary, called emu, five feet in height, and with brown plumage,
which belong to the tribe of waders. Top darted after them as fast as his four legs could carry
him, but the emus distanced him with ease, so prodigious was their speed.
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As to the traces left by the convicts, a few more were discovered. Some footprints found near
an apparently recently extinguished fire were attentively examined by the settlers. By
measuring them one after the other, according to their length and breadth, the marks of five
men’s feet were easily distinguished. The five convicts had evidently camped on this spot;
but, —and this was the object of so minute an examination, —a sixth footprint could not be
discovered, which in that case would have been that of Ayrton.
“Ayrton was not with them!” said Herbert.
“No,” answered Pencroft, “and if he was not with them, it was because the wretches had
already murdered him! but then these rascals have not a den to which they may be tracked
like tigers!”
“No,” replied the reporter, “it is more probable that they wander at random, and it is their
interest to rove about until the time when they will be masters of the island!”
“The masters of the island!” exclaimed the sailor; “the masters of the island!...” he repeated,
and his voice was choked, as if his throat was seized in an iron grasp. Then in a calmer tone,
“Do you know, Captain Harding,” said he, “what the ball is which I have rammed into my
gun?”
“No, Pencroft!”
“It is the ball that went through Herbert’s chest, and I promise you it won’t miss its mark!”
But this just retaliation would not bring Ayrton back to life, and from the examination of the
footprints left in the ground, they must, alas! conclude that all hopes of ever seeing him again
must be abandoned.
That evening they encamped fourteen miles from Granite House, and Cyrus Harding
calculated that they could not be more than five miles from Reptile Point.
And indeed, the next day the extremity of the peninsula was reached, and the whole length of
the forest had been traversed; but there was nothing to indicate the retreat in which the
convicts had taken refuge, nor that, no less secret, which sheltered the mysterious unknown.
CONTINUES NEXT WEEK
Return to Contents
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THE WANDERER’S NECKLACE by H Rider Haggard
Book III: Egypt
Chapter V: Irene’s Prayer
Years had gone by, I know not how many, but only that much had happened in them. For a
while Irene and young Constantine were joint rulers of the Empire. Then they quarrelled
again, and Constantine, afraid of treachery, fled with his friends in a ship after an attempt had
been made to seize his person. He purposed to join his legions in Asia, or so it was said, and
make war upon his mother. But those friends of his upon the ship were traitors, who, fearing
Irene’s vengeance or perhaps his own, since she threatened to tell him all the truth concerning
them, seized Constantine and delivered him up to Irene. She, the mother who bore him,
caused him to be taken to the purple Porphyry Chamber in the palace, that chamber in which,
as the first-born of an emperor, he saw the light, and there robbed him of light for ever.
Yes, Stauracius and his butchers blinded Constantine as I had been blinded. Only it was told
that they drove their knives deeper so that he died. But others say that he lived on, a prisoner,
unknown, unheeded, as those uncles of his whom he had blinded and who once were in my
charge had lived, till in Greece the assassin’s daggers found their hearts. If so, oh! what a fate
was his.
Afterwards for five years Irene reigned alone in glory, while Stauracius, my god-father, and
his brother eunuch, Aetius, strove against each other to be first Minister of the Crown. Aetius
won, and, not content with all he had, plotted that his relative Nicetas, who held the place of
Captain of the Guard, which once I filled, should be named successor to the throne. Then at
last the nobles rebelled, and, electing one of their number, Nicephorus, as emperor, seized
Irene in her private house of Eleutherius, where she lay sick, and crowned Nicephorus in St.
Sophia. Next day he visited Irene, when, fearing the worst and broken by illness, she bought a
promise of safety by revealing to him all her hoarded treasure.
Thus fell Irene, the mighty Empress of the Eastern Empire!
Now during all these years Heliodore and I were left in peace at Lesbos. I was not deposed
from my governorship of that isle, which prospered greatly under my rule. Even Irene’s
estates, which Constantine had given me, were not taken away. At the appointed times I
remitted the tribute due, yes, and added to the sum, and received back the official
acknowledgment signed by the Empress, and with it the official thanks. But with these never
came either letter or message. Yet it is evident she knew that I was married, for to Heliodore
did come a message, and with it a gift. The gift was that necklace and those other ornaments
which Irene had caused to be made in an exact likeness of the string of golden shells
separated by emerald beetles, one half of which I had taken from the grave of the Wanderer at
Aar and the other half of which was worn by Heliodore.
So much of the gift. The message was that she who owned the necklace might wish to have
the rest of the set. To it were added the words that a certain general had been wrong when he
prophesied that the wearing of this necklace by any woman save one would bring ill fortune
to the wearer, since from the day it hung about Irene’s neck even that which seemed to be bad
fortune had turned to good. Thus she had escaped “the most evil thing in the world, namely,
another husband,” and had become the first woman in the world.
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These words, which were written on a piece of sheepskin, sealed up, and addressed to the
Lady Heliodore, but unsigned, I thought of the most evil omen, since boastfulness always
seems to be hateful to the Power that decrees our fates. So, indeed, they proved to be.
On a certain day in early summer—it was the anniversary of my marriage in Egypt—
Heliodore and I had dined with but two guests. Those guests were Jodd, the great Northman,
my lieutenant, and his wife, Martina, for within a year of our return to Lesbos Jodd and
Martina had married. It comes back to me that there was trouble about the business, but that
when Jodd gave out that either she must marry him or that he would sail back to his northern
land, bidding good-bye to us all for ever, Martina gave way. I think that Heliodore managed
the matter in some fashion of her own after the birth of our first-born son; how, I held it best
never to inquire. At least, it was managed, and the marriage turned out well enough in the
end, although at first Martina was moody at times and somewhat sharp of tongue with Jodd.
Then they had a baby which died, and this dead child drew them closer together than it might
have done had it lived. At any rate, from that time forward Martina grew more gentle with
Jodd, and when other children were born they seemed happy together.
Well, we four had dined, and it comes to me that our talk turned upon the Caliph Harun and
his wonderful goodness to us, whom as Christians he was bound to despise and hate.
Heliodore told me then for the first time how she was glad he had made it clear so soon that
what she drank from the gold cup which now stood upon our table was no more than rose
water.
So strong is the working of the mind that already she had begun to feel as though poison were
numbing her heart and clouding her brain, and was sure that soon she would have fallen into
the sleep which Harun had warned her would end in death.
“Had he been a true physician, he would have known that this might be so, and that such grim
jests are very dangerous,” I said. Then I added, for I did not wish to dwell longer upon a
scene the memory of which was dreadful to me, although it had ended well,
“Tell us, Martina, is it true that those rich possessions of yours in Alexandria which the
Caliph gave you are sold?”
“Yes, Olaf,” she answered, “to a company of Greek merchants, and not so ill. The contract
was signed but yesterday. It was my wish that we should leave Lesbos and go to live in this
place, as we might have done with safety under Harun’s signed firman, but Jodd here
refused.”
“Aye,” said Jodd in his big voice. “Am I one to dwell among Moslems and make money out
of trade and gardens in however fine a house? Why, I should have been fighting with these
prophet-worshippers within a month, and had my throat cut. Moreover, how could I bear to
be separated from my general, and whatever she may think, how could Martina bear to lose
sight of her god-son? Why, Olaf, I tell you that, although you are married and she is married,
she still thinks twice as much of you as she does of me. Oh! blind man’s dog once, blind
man’s dog always! Look not so angry, Martina. Why, I wonder, does the truth always make
women angry?” and he burst into one of his great laughs.
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At this moment Heliodore rose from the table and walked to the open window-place to speak
to our children and Martina’s, a merry company who were playing together in the garden.
Here she stood a while studying the beautiful view of the bay beneath; then of a sudden
called out,
“A ship! A ship sailing into the harbour, and it flies the Imperial standard.”
“Then pray God she brings no bad news,” I said, who feared that Imperial standard and felt
that we had all been somewhat too happy of late. Moreover, I knew that no royal ship was
looked for from Byzantium at this time, and dreaded lest this one should bear letters from the
new Emperor dismissing me from my office, or even worse tidings.
“What bad news should she bring?” growled Jodd. “Oh! I know what is in your mind,
General, but if this upstart Nicephorus is wise, he’ll leave you alone, since Lesbos does not
want another governor, and will tell him so if there be need. Yes, it will take more than one
ship of war, aye, and more than three, to set up another governor in Lesbos. Nay, rebuke me
not, General, for I at least have sworn no oath of homage to this Nicephorus, nor have the
other Northmen or the men of Lesbos.”
“You are like a watchdog, Jodd, barking at you know not what, just because it is strange. Go
now, I pray you, to the quay, and bring back to us news of this ship.”
So he went, and for the next two hours or more I sat in my private room dictating letters to
Heliodore on matters connected with the duties of my office. The work came to an end at last,
and I was preparing to take my evening ride on a led mule when Martina entered the room.
“Do you ride with us to-night, Martina?” I asked, recognising her step.
“No, Olaf,” she said quickly, “nor I think can you. Here are letters for you from Byzantium.
Jodd has brought them from the ship.”
“Where is Jodd?” I said.
“Without, in the company of the captain of the ship, some guards, and a prisoner.”
“What prisoner?”
“Perchance the letters will tell you,” she replied evasively. “Have I your command to open
and read? They are marked ‘Most Secret.’”
I nodded, since Martina often acted as my secretary in high matters, being from her training
skilled in such things. So she broke the seals and read to myself and to Heliodore, who also
was present in the room, as follows:
“‘To the Excellent Michael, a General of our armies and Governor of the Isle of Lesbos,
Greetings from Nicephorus, by the will of God Emperor.
“‘Know, O Michael, that we, the Emperor, reposing especial faith in you our trusted servant,
with these letters deliver into your keeping a certain prisoner of State. This prisoner is none
other than Irene, who aforetime was Empress.
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“‘Because of her many wickednesses in the sight of God and man we by the decree of the
People, of the Army, of the Senate and of the high Officers of State amidst general rejoicing
deposed the said Irene, widow of the Emperor Leo and mother of the late Emperor
Constantine, and placed ourselves upon the throne. The said Irene, at her own request, we
consigned to the place called the Island of Princes, setting her in charge of certain holy
monks. Whilst there, abusing our mercy and confidence, she set on foot plots to murder our
Person and repossess herself of the throne.
“‘Now our Councillors with one voice urged that she should be put to death in punishment of
her crimes, but we, being mindful of the teaching of our Lord and Saviour and of His saying
that we should turn the other cheek to those who smite us, out of our gentle pity have taken
another counsel.
“‘Learn now, most excellent Michael the Blind, who once were known as Olaf Red-Sword,
that we hand over to your keeping the person of Irene, aforetime Empress, charging you to
deal with her as she dealt with you and as she dealt also with the late Emperor Constantine,
the son of her body, for thus shall her evil plottings be brought to naught.’”
“By God’s Name, he means that I must blind her!” I exclaimed.
Making no answer, Martina went on with the letter—
“‘Should the said Irene survive her just punishment, we command you to make sufficient
provision for her daily wants, but no more, and to charge the same against the sum due Us
from the revenues of Lesbos. Should she die at once, or at any future time, give to her decent
private burial, and report to Us the circumstances of her death duly attested.
“‘Keep these Presents secret and do not act upon them until the ship which brings them and
the prisoner to you has sailed for Byzantium, which it is ordered to do as soon as it has been
revictualled. On your head be it to carry out these our commands, for which you shall answer
with your life and those of your wife and children. This signed and sealed at our Court of
Byzantium on the twelfth day of the sixth month of the first year of our reign, and
countersigned by the high officers whose names appear beneath.’”
Such was this awful letter that, having read, Martina thrust into my hand as though she would
be rid of it. Then followed a silence, which at length Martina broke.
“Your commands, Excellency,” she said in a dry voice. “I understand that the—the—prisoner
is in the ante-room in charge of the Captain Jodd.”
“Then let her remain in the charge of the Captain Jodd,” I exclaimed angrily, “and in your
charge, Martina, who are accustomed to attending upon her, and know that you are both
answerable for her safety with your lives. Send the captain of the ship to me and prepare a
discharge for him. I will not see this woman till he has sailed, since until then I am
commanded to keep all secret. Send also the head officer of the guard.”
Three days went by. The Imperial ship had sailed, taking with her my formal
acknowledgment of the Emperor’s letter, and the time had come when once more I must meet
Irene face to face.
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I sat in the audience chamber of my Great House, and there was present with me only Jodd,
my lieutenant in office. Being blind, I dared not receive a desperate woman alone, fearing lest
she might stab me or do herself some mischief. At the door of the chamber Jodd took her
from the guards, whom he bade remain within call, and conducted her to where I sat. He told
me afterwards that she was dressed as a nun, a white hood half hiding her still beautiful face
and a silver crucifix hanging upon her breast.
As I heard her come I rose and bowed to her, and my first words to her were to pray her to be
seated.
“Nay,” she answered in that rich, well-remembered voice of hers, “a prisoner stands before
the judge. I greet you, General Olaf, I pray your pardon—Michael—after long years of
separation. You have changed but little, and I rejoice to see that your health is good and that
the rank and prosperity which I gave have not been taken from you.”
“I greet you, Madam,” (almost had I said Augusta), I answered, then continued hurriedly:
“Lady Irene, I have received certain commands concerning you from the Emperor
Nicephorus which it is best that you should hear, so that you shall hold me quit of blame in
aught that it may be my duty to inflict upon you. Read them, Captain Jodd. Nay, I forgot, you
cannot. Give the copy of the letter to the Lady Irene; the original she can see afterwards if she
wills.”
So the paper was given to her by Jodd, and she read it aloud, weighing each word carefully.
“Oh, what a dog is this!” she said when it was finished. “Know, Olaf, that of my free will I
surrendered the throne to him, yes, and all my private treasure, he swearing upon the Gospels
that I should live in peace and honour till my life’s end. And now he sends me to you to be
blinded and then done to death, for that is what he means. Oh! may God avenge me upon
him! May he become a byword and a scorn, and may his own end be even worse than that
which he has prepared for me. May shame wrap his memory as in a garment, may his bones
be dishonoured and his burying-place forgotten. Aye, and so it shall be.”1
She paused in her fearful curse, then said in a new voice, that voice in which she was wont to
plead,
“You will not blind me, Olaf. You’ll not take from me my last blessing, the light of day.
Think what it means—”
“The General Olaf should know well enough,” interrupted Jodd, but I waved him to be silent,
and answered,
“Tell me, Madam, how can I do otherwise? It seems to me that my life and that of my wife
and children hang upon this deed. Moreover, why should I do otherwise now that by God’s
justice the wheel has come round at last?” I added, pointing to the hollows beneath my brows
where the eyes once had been.

1

The skull of this Nicephorus is said to have been used as a drinking cup by his victorious enemy, the King
Krum. — Editor.
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“Oh! Olaf,” she said, “if I harmed you, you know well it was because I loved you.”
“Then God send that no woman ever loves me in such a fashion,” broke in Jodd.
“Olaf,” she continued, taking no note of him, “once you went very near to loving me also, on
that night when you would have eaten the poisoned figs to save my son, the Emperor. At
least, you kissed me. If you forget, I cannot. Olaf, can you blind a woman whom you have
kissed?”
“Kissing takes two, and I know that you blinded him,” muttered Jodd, “for I crucified the
brutes you commanded to do the deed to which they confessed.”
“Olaf, I admit that I treated you ill; I admit that I would have killed you; but, believe me, it
was jealousy and naught but jealousy which drove me on. Almost as soon would I have killed
myself; indeed, I thought of it.”
“And there the matter ended,” said Jodd. “It was Olaf who walked the Hall of the Pit, not
you. We found him on the brink of the hole.”
“Olaf, after I regained my power—”
“By blinding your own son,” said Jodd, “for which you will have an account to settle one
day.”
“—I dealt well with you. Knowing that you had married my rival, for I kept myself informed
of all you did, still I lifted no hand against you—”
“What good was a maimed man to you when you were courting the Emperor Charlemagne?”
asked Jodd.
Now at last she turned on him, saying,
“Well is it for you, Barbarian, that if only for a while Fate has reft power from my hands. Oh!
this is the bitterest drop in all my cup, that I who for a score of years ruled the world must
live to suffer the insults of such as you.”
“Then why not die and have done?” asked the imperturbable Jodd. “Or, if you lack the
courage, why not submit to the decree of the Emperor, as so many have submitted to your
decree, instead of troubling the general here with prayers for mercy? It would serve as well.”
“Jodd,” I said, “I command you to be silent. This lady is in trouble; attack those in power, if
you will, not those who have fallen.”
“There speaks the man I loved,” said Irene. “What perverse fate kept us apart, Olaf? Had you
taken what I offered, by now you and I would have ruled the world.”
“Perhaps, Madam; yet it is right I should say that I do not regret my choice, although because
of it I can no longer—look upon the world.”
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“I know, I know! She of that accursed necklace, which I see you still wear, came between us
and spoiled everything. Now I’m ruined for lack of you and you are nobody for lack of me, a
soldier who will run his petty course and depart into the universal darkness, leaving never a
name behind him. In the ages to be what man will take count of one of a score of governors
of the little Isle of Lesbos, who might yet have held the earth in the hollow of his hand and
shone a second Cæsar in its annals? Oh! what marplot of a devil rules our destinies? He who
fashioned those golden shells upon your breast, or so I think. Well, well, it is so and cannot
be altered. The Augusta of the Empire of the East must plead with the man who rejected her,
for sight, or rather for her life. You understand, do you not, Olaf, that letter is a command to
you to murder me?”
“Just such a command as you gave to those who blinded your son Constantine,” muttered
Jodd beneath his breath.
“That is what is meant. You are to murder me, and, Olaf, I’m not fit to die. Great place brings
great temptations, and I admit that I have greatly sinned; I need time upon the earth to make
my peace with Heaven, and if you slay my body now, you will slay my soul as well. Oh! be
pitiful! Be pitiful! Olaf, you cannot kill the woman who has lain upon your breast, it is
against nature. If you did such a thing you’d never sleep again; you would shudder yourself
over the edge of the world! Being what you are, no pomp or power would ever pay you for
the deed. Be true to your own high heart and spare me. See, I who for so long was the ruler of
many kingdoms, kneel to you and pray you to spare me,” and, casting herself down upon her
knees, she laid her head upon my feet and wept.
All that scene comes back to me with a strange and terrible vividness, although I had no sight
to aid me in its details, save the sight of my soul. I remember that the wonder and horror of it
pierced me through and through; the stab of the dagger in my eyes was not more sharp. There
was I, Olaf, a mere gentleman of the North, seated in my chair of office, and there before me,
her mighty head bowed upon my feet, knelt the Empress of the Earth pleading for her life. In
truth all history could show few stranger scenes. What was I to do? If I yielded to her piteous
prayers, it was probable that my own life and those of my wife and children would pay the
price. Yet how could I clap my hands in their Eastern fashion and summon the executioners
to pierce those streaming eyes of hers? “Rise, Augusta,” I said, for in this extremity of her
shame I gave her back her title, “and tell me, you who are accustomed to such matters, how I
can spare you who deal with the lives of others as well as with my own?”
“I thank you for that name,” she said as she struggled to her feet. “I’ve heard it shouted by
tens of thousands in the circus and from the throats of armies, but never yet has it been half so
sweet to me as now from lips that have no need to utter it. In times bygone I’d have paid you
for this service with a province, but now Irene is so poor that, like some humble beggarwoman, she can but give her thanks. Still, repeat it no more, for next time it will sound bitter.
What did you ask? How you could save me, was it not? Well, the thing seems simple. In all
that letter from Nicephorus there is no direct command that you should blind me. The fellow
says that you are to treat me as I treated you, and as I treated Constantine, the Emperor—
because I must. Well, I imprisoned both of you. Imprison me and you fulfil the mandate. He
says that if I die you are to report it, which shows that he does not mean that I must die. Oh!
the road of escape is easy, should you desire to travel it. If you do not so desire, then, Olaf, I
pray you as a last favour not to hand me over to common men. I see that by your side still
hangs that red sword of yours wherewith once I threatened you when you refused me at
Byzantium. Draw it, Olaf, and this time I’ll guide its edge across my throat. So you will
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please Nicephorus and win the rewards that Irene can no longer give. Baptised in her blood,
what earthly glory is there to which you might not yet attain, you who had dared to lay hands
upon the anointed flesh that even her worst foes have feared to touch lest God’s sudden curse
should strike them dead?”
So she went on pouring out words with the strange eloquence that she could command at
times, till I grew bewildered. She who had lived in light and luxury, who had loved the vision
of all bright and glorious things, was pleading for her sight to the man whom she had robbed
of sight that he might never more behold the young beauty of her rival. She who had
imagination to know the greatness of her sins was pleading to be spared the death she dared
not face. She was pleading to me, who for years had been her faithful soldier, the captain of
her own guard, sworn to protect her from the slightest ill, me upon whom, for a while, it had
pleased her to lavish the wild passion of her imperial heart, who once had almost loved—
who, indeed, had kissed her on the lips.
My orders were definite. I was commanded to blind this woman and to kill her in the
blinding, which, in truth, I who had power of life and death, I who ruled over this island like
a king by virtue of the royal commission, could do without question asked. If I failed to fulfil
those orders, I must be prepared to pay the price, as if I did fulfil them I might expect a high
reward, probably the governorship of some great province of the Empire. This was no
common prisoner. She was the ex-Empress, a mighty woman to whom tens of thousands or
perhaps millions still looked for help and leadership. It was necessary to those who had
seized her place and power that she should be rendered incapable of rule. It was desirable to
them that she should die. Yet so delicately were the scales poised between them and the
adherents of Irene, among whom were numbered all the great princes of the Church, that they
themselves did not dare to inflict mutilation or death upon her. They feared lest it should be
followed by a storm of wrath that would shake Nicephorus from his throne and involve them
in his ruin.
So they sent her to me, the governor of a distant dependency, the man whom they knew she
had wickedly wronged, being certain that her tongue, which it was said could turn the hearts
of all men, would never soften mine. Then afterwards they would declare that the warrant
was a forgery, that I had but wreaked a private vengeance upon an ancient foe, and, to still
the scandal, degrade me from my governorship—into some place of greater power and profit.
Oh! while Irene pleaded before me and, heedless of the presence of Jodd, even cast her arms
about me and laid her head upon my breast, all these things passed through my mind. In its
scales I weighed the matter out, and the beam rose against me, for I knew well that if I spared
Irene I condemned myself and those who were more to me than myself, my wife, my
children, and all the Northmen who clung to me, and who would not see me die without blow
struck. I understood it all, and, understanding, of a sudden made up my mind—to spare Irene.
Come what might, I would be no butcher; I would follow my heart whithersoever it might
lead me.
“Cease, Madam,” I said. “I have decided. Jodd, bid the messenger summon hither Heliodore
and Martina, my wife and yours.”
“Oh!” exclaimed Irene, “if these women are to be called in counsel on my case all is finished,
seeing that both of them love you and are my enemies. Moreover, I have some pride left. To
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you I could plead, but not to them, though they blind me with their bodkins after they have
stabbed me with their tongues. Excellency, a last boon! Call in your guard and kill me.”
“Madam, I said that I had decided, and all the women in the world will not change my mind
in this way or in that. Jodd, do my bidding.”
Jodd struck a bell, once only, which was the signal for the messenger. He came and received
his orders. Then followed a pause, since Heliodore and Martina were in a place close by and
must be sent for. During this time Irene began to talk to me of sundry general matters. She
compared the view that might be seen from this house in Lesbos to that from the terrace of
her palace on the Bosphorus, and described its differences to me. She asked me as to the
Caliph Harun-al-Rashid, whom she understood I had seen, inquiring as to the estimate I had
formed of his character. Lastly, with a laugh, she dwelt upon the strange vicissitudes of life.
“Look at me,” she said. “I began my days as the daughter of a Greek gentleman, with no
dower save my wit and beauty. Then I rose to be a ruler of the world, and knew all that it has
to give of pomp and power. Nations trembled at my nod; at my smile men grew great; at my
frown they faded into nothingness. Save you, Olaf, none ever really conquered me, until I fell
in the appointed hour. And now! Of this splendour there is left but a nun’s robe; of this
countless wealth but one silver crucifix; of this power—naught.”
So she spoke on, still not knowing to what decision I had come; whether she were to be
blinded or to live or die. To myself I thought it was a proof of her greatness that she could
thus turn her mind to such things while Fate hovered over her, its hand upon a sword. But it
may be that she thought thus to impress me and to enmesh me in memories which would tie
my hands, or even from the character of my answers to draw some augury of her doom.
The women came at length. Heliodore entered first, and to her Irene bowed.
“Greeting, Lady of Egypt,” she said. “Ah! had you taken my counsel in the past, that title
might have been yours in very truth, and there you and your husband could have founded a
new line of kings independent of the Empire which totters to its fall.”
“I remember no such counsel, Madam,” said Heliodore. “It seems to me that the course I took
was right and one pleasing to God, since it has given me my husband for myself, although, it
is true, wickedly robbed of his eyes.”
“For yourself! Can you say so while Martina is always at his side?” she asked in a musing
voice. “Well, it may be, for in this world strange things happen.”
She paused, and I heard both Heliodore and Jodd move as though in anger, for her bitter shaft
had gone home. Then she went on softly,
“Lady, may I tell you that, in my judgment, your beauty is even greater than it was, though it
is true it has grown from bud to flower. Few bear their years and a mother’s burdens so
lightly in these hot lands.”
Heliodore did not answer, for at that moment Martina entered. Seeing Irene for the first time,
she forgot everything that had passed and curtseyed to her in the old fashion, murmuring the
familiar words,
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“Thy servant greets thee, Augusta.”
“Nay, use not that title, Martina, to one who has done with the world and its vanities. Call me
‘Mother’ if you will, for that is the only name of honour by which those of my religious order
may be known. In truth, as your mother in God, I welcome you and bless you, from my heart
forgiving you those ills which you have worked against me, being, as I know well, driven by
a love that is greater than any woman bears to woman. But that eating fire of passion scorned
is the heritage of both of us, and of it we will talk afterwards. I must not waste the time of the
General Olaf, whom destiny, in return for many griefs, has appointed to be my jailer. Oh!
Olaf,” she added with a little laugh, “some foresight of the future must have taught me to
train you for the post. Let us then be silent, ladies, and listen to the judgment which this jailer
of mine is about to pass upon me. Do you know it is no less than whether these eyes of mine,
which you were wont to praise, Martina, which in his lighter moments even this stern Olaf
was wont to praise, should be torn from beneath my brow, and if so, whether it should be
done in such a fashion that I die of the deed? That and no less is the matter which his lips
must settle. Now speak, Excellency.”
“Madam,” I said slowly, “to the best of my wit I have considered the letter sent to me under
the seal and sign of the Emperor Nicephorus. Although it might be so interpreted by some, I
cannot find in that letter any direct command that I should cause you to be blinded, but only
one that I should keep you under strict guard, giving you such things as are necessary to your
sustenance. This then I shall do, and by the first ship make report of my action to the Emperor
at Byzantium.”
Now, when she heard these words, at length the proud spirit of Irene broke.
“God reward you, for I cannot, Olaf,” she cried. “God reward you, saint among men, who can
pay back cruel injuries with the gentlest mercy.”
So saying, she burst into tears and fell senseless to the ground.
Martina ran to aid her, but Heliodore turned to me and said in her tender voice,
“This is worthy of you, Olaf, and I would not have you do otherwise. Yet, husband, I fear that
this pity of yours has signed the death-warrant of us all.”
So it proved to be, though, as it chanced, that warrant was never executed. I made my report
to Byzantium, and in course of time the answer came in a letter from the Emperor. This letter
coldly approved of my act in set and formal phrases. It added that the truth had been
conveyed publicly to those slanderers of the Emperor who announced that he had caused
Irene to be first blinded and then put to death in Lesbos, whereby their evil tongues had been
silenced.
Then came this pregnant sentence:
“We command you, with your wife and children and your lieutenant, the Captain Jodd, with
his wife and children, to lay down your offices and report yourselves with all speed to Us at
our Court of Byzantium, that we may confer with you on certain matters. If it is not
convenient to you, or you can find no fitting ship in which to sail at once, know that within a
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month of your receipt of this letter our fleet will call at Lesbos and bring you and the others
herein mentioned to our Presence.”
“That is a death sentence,” said Martina, when she had finished reading out this passage. “I
have seen several such sent in my day, when I was Irene’s confidential lady. It is the common
form. We shall never reach Byzantium, Olaf, or, if we do, we shall never leave it more.”
I nodded, for I knew that this was so. Then, at some whispered word from Martina, Heliodore
spoke.
“Husband,” she said, “foreseeing this issue, Martina, Jodd, and most of the Northmen and I
have made a plan which we now submit to you, praying that for our sakes, if not for yours,
you will not thrust it aside. We have bought two good ships, armed them and furnished them
with all things needful. Moreover, during the past two months we have sold much of our
property, turning it into gold. This is our plan—that we pretend to obey the order of the
Emperor, but instead of heading for Byzantium, sail away north to the land in which you
were born, where, having rank and possessions, you may still become a mighty chief. If we
go at once we shall miss the Imperial fleet, and I think that none will follow us.”
Now I bowed my head for a while and thought. Then I lifted it and said,
“So let it be. No other road is open.”
For my own sake I would not have stirred an inch. I would have gone to the Court of the
Emperor at Byzantium and there argued out the thing in a gambler’s spirit, prepared to win or
prepared to lose. There at least I should have had all the image-worshippers who adored
Irene, that is, the full half of the Empire, upon my side, and if I perished, I should perish as a
saint. But a wife and children are the most terrible gifts of God, if the most blessed, for they
turn our hearts to water. So, for the first time in my life, I grew afraid, and, for their sakes,
fled.
As might be expected, having Martina’s brains, Heliodore’s love, and the Northmen’s loyalty
at the back of it, our plan went well. A letter was sent to the Emperor saying that we would
await the arrival of the fleet to obey his commands, having some private matters to arrange
before we left Lesbos. Then, on a certain evening, we embarked on two great ships, about
four hundred souls in all.
Before we went I bade farewell to Irene. She was seated outside the house that had been
given to her, employed in spinning, for it was her fancy to earn the bread she ate by the
labour of her hands. Round her were playing Jodd’s children and my own, whom, in order to
escape suspicion, we had sent thither till the time came for us to embark, since the people of
Lesbos only knew of our scheme by rumour.
“Whither do you go, Olaf?” she asked.
“Back to the North, whence I came, Madam,” I answered, “to save the lives of these,” and I
waved my hand towards the children. “If I bide here all must die. We have been sent for to
Byzantium, as I think you were wont to send for officers who had ceased to please you.”
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“I understand, Olaf; moreover, I know it is I who have brought this trouble upon you because
you spared me, whom it was meant that you should kill. Also I know, through friends of
mine, that henceforth, for reasons of policy, my little end of life is safe, and perhaps with it
my sight. All this I owe to you, though now at times I regret that I asked the boon. From the
lot of an Empress to that of a spinning-wife is a great change, and one which I find it hard to
bear. Still, I have my peace to make with God, and towards that peace I strive. Yet will you
not take me with you, Olaf? I should like to found a nunnery in that cold North of yours.”
“No, Augusta. I have done my best by you, and now you must guard yourself. We part for
ever. I go hence to finish where I began. My birthplace calls me.”
“For ever is a long word, Olaf. Are you sure that we part for ever? Perchance we shall meet
again in death or in other lives. Such, at least, was the belief of some of the wisest of my
people before we became Christian, and mayhap the Christians do not know everything, since
the world had learnt much before they came. I hope that it may be so, Olaf, for I owe you a
great debt and would repay it to you full measure, pressed down and running over. Farewell.
Take with you the blessing of a sinful and a broken heart,” and, rising, she kissed me on the
brow.
Here ends the story of this life of mine as Olaf Red-Sword, since of it I can recover no more.
The darkness drops. Of what befell me and the others after my parting with Irene I know
nothing or very little. Doubtless we sailed away north, and, I think, came safely to Aar, since
I have faint visions of Iduna the Fair grown old, but still unwed, for the stain of Steinar’s
blood, as it were, still marked her brow in all men’s eyes; and even of Freydisa, white-haired
and noble-looking. How did we meet and how did we separate at last, I wonder? And what
were the fates of Heliodore and of our children; of Martina and of Jodd? Also, was the
prophecy of Odin, spoken through the lips of Freydisa in the temple at Aar, that he and his
fellow gods, or demons, would prevail against my flesh and that of those who clung to me,
fulfilled at last in the fires of martyrdom for the Faith, as his promise of my happiness was
fulfilled?
I cannot tell. I cannot tell. Darkness entombs us all and history is dumb.
At Aar there are many graves! Standing among them, not so long ago, much of this history
came back to me.
THE END
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